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1 Introduction 
 
Problem of automatic spell checking is not new in the areas of Information Retrieval and 
Language processing. The research started as early as 1960s [Damerau 1964]. Many 
different techniques for detection and correction of spelling errors are proposed during 
last 40 years. Some of these techniques exploit general spelling errors trends while others 
use the phonetics of misspelled word to find likely correct words. In recent years 
statistical based techniques, which are not explicitly based on error trends but through 
training, adapt to error patterns, have got more popularity [Kukich 1992]. 
 
Quite a few of these techniques are being used with text editors and other text handling 
applications and are showing reasonably good performance. Nevertheless the problem of 
spell checking is still considered open for further research and improvements. There are 
mainly two reasons for considering this problem still unsolved; one has to do with the 
performance of existing techniques and the other with their scope.  
 
The first reason is that as the research in the area of Natural Language Processing 
advanced over the years, the need of automated spell checking is being felt for many 
tasks other simple proof reading of computer generated text. Many NLP applications like 
Machines translation Systems, Text to Speech Systems and Optical Character 
Recognizers require automated spell checking of text. The demands that are implied by 
these applications are much more challenging than the ones implied by human users of 
spellcheckers. The major difference is that, for a human user it is adequate if the errors 
are detected and for every error a small number of suggestion are proposed from which 
user can select the required one; on the other hand in automated spelling correction it 
becomes spellchecker’s responsibility to decide on what is required, spell checker should 
be able to find one best correction for an error with ideally 100% accuracy. This level of 
accuracy has not yet been achieved.  
 
The second reason for considering the spell-checking problem unsolved is that most of 
the techniques proposed so far are based on English or some other Latin script based 
language. Since every language has its own writing system, the techniques that perform 
well for one language may not perform that well for some other language, they may even 
totally fail, for example if English spellcheckers are tested on text of Thai language they 
will fail on very first step of recognizing word boundaries because in Thai, unlike 
English, word boundaries are not marked with spaces; The writing system of a language 
also governs the types and trends of spelling errors of that language. Therefore existing 
techniques, which are designed mainly focusing English language, are limited in their 
scope.  
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From this discussion it can also be conjectured that in order to propose a new spell 
checking technique or fit an existing one on a language having writing system 
significantly different from English, one has to clearly identify the language specific 
issues and deeply investigate general spelling error trends of the language, only then a 
reasonably effective spell checking approach can be proposed.  
 
Urdu is also among the languages whose writing system is different from that of English 
and therefore existing techniques cannot be applied for Urdu spell checking without 
modifications. This document presents the details of a study performed on Urdu language 
to identify the problem areas of Urdu spell checking and to test the effectiveness of 
existing spell checking techniques on Urdu. A hybrid approach for Urdu spelling error 
correction is also proposed which uses a combination of more than one existing 
techniques. These techniques are modified to cater Urdu specific problems and to make 
use of error patterns in Urdu.  
 
The document comprises of the five sections. First section provides an overview of the 
work done so far in the area of spell checking, next section is on Urdu Spell Checking in 
which Urdu related spell checking issues are discussed, next is the Problem Statement 
section in which the statement of the problem for this research work is given, next comes 
the Methodology section in which the methodology of the research work and the results 
are discussed and finally in the Conclusion section where results are summed up and 
some points for future research are suggested. 
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2 Background  
 
Before going into details of different spell checking approaches it will be a good idea to 
first have knowledge of what is the spell-checking problem? What are its major aspects? 
And what are the different types of spell correction.  
 
The functionality of a spell checker is so common that defining it formally is 
unnecessary, but a distinction must be made between two core functionalities provided by 
a spellchecker i.e. spelling error detection and spelling error correction. ‘Error Detection’ 
is to verify the validity of a word in the language while ‘Error Correction’ is to suggest 
corrections for the misspelled word.  
 
Spelling error correction can be of two types, 1) interactive, and 2) automatic. In 
interactive the spellchecker can suggest more than one correction for each error and the 
user has to select one for replacement; in automatic correction, the spellchecker has to 
decide on the one best correction and the error is automatically replaced with it. 
Automatic error correction is the requirement for those speech processing and Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) related systems where human intervention is not possible 
[Kukich 1992]. 
 
The spell checking process can generally be divided into three steps, 1) detecting errors, 
2) finding correction and 3) ranking correction. Detection and correction are already 
defined; Ranking is the ordering of suggested corrections in decreasing order of their 
likelihood for being actual intended word. Different techniques can be used on each step 
or the same technique can be applied to all three merging them into one step. 
 
In the following sections, general types and trends of spelling errors and various 
techniques for detection and correction of spelling errors are discussed. 
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2.1 Types of Spelling Errors 
 
Until recently, most of the spelling correction techniques were designed on the basis of 
spelling errors trends (also called error patterns); therefore many studies were performed 
to analyze the types and the trends of spelling errors. Most famous among them are the 
studies performed by Damerau (1964) and Peterson (1986). The majority of the early 
research done in the area of spell checking was based on these studies. 
 
According to theses studies Spelling errors are generally divided into two types, 
typographic errors and cognitive errors. 
 

2.1.1 Typographic errors 
 
Typographic errors occur when writer knows the correct spelling of the word but 
mistypes the word by mistake. These errors are mostly related to the keyboard and 
therefore do not follow linguistic criteria. 
 
A study by Damerau (1964) shows that 80% of the typographic errors fall into one of the 
following four categories 
 

1. Single letter insertion; e.g. typing acress for cress 
2. Single letter deletion, e.g. typing acress for actress 
3. Single letter substitution, e.g. typing acress for across 
4. Transposition of two adjacent letters, e.g. typing acress for caress 

 
This statement was confirmed later by a number of researchers including Peterson 
(1986), Mitton (1987). 
 

The results of a study by [Peterson 1986] are shown in Table 1. The data sources were 
Webster’s Dictionary and Government Printing Office (GPO) documents retyped by 
college students.  
 

 GPO Web7 
Transposition 4     (2.6%) 47   (13.1%)  
Insertion 29   (18.7%) 73   (20.3) 
Deletion 49   (31.6%) 124 (34.4%) 
Substitution 62   (40.0%) 97   (26.9%) 
Total  144 (92.9%) 341 (94.7%) 

Table 1. Comparison of four basic types of errors. 
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The rows in Table 1 correspond to four basic types of errors; the columns correspond to 
the two sources of data. For each data source, the number and percentage of each type of 
errors is given. The last row contains total number and percentage of single errors. 
 
Typographic errors are mainly caused due to keyboard adjacencies. The most common of 
these typographic errors is the substitution error (as shown in 4th row of Table 1). 
Substitution error is mainly caused by replacement of a letter by some other letter whose 
key on the keyboard is adjacent to the originally intended letter’s key. In a study referred 
to by Kukich (1992), 58% of the errors involved adjacent typewriter keys. 
 
Insertion errors can occur due to the double pressing a key or by accidentally hitting two 
adjacent keys while trying to hit one of them. [Damerau 1964] 
 
Omission errors usually occur when the eyes move faster than the hand. [Damerau 1964] 
 
According to Peterson (1964) the next most common errors are two extra letters, two 
missing letters and transposition of two letters around a third one.  
 

2.1.2 Cognitive errors 
 
Cognitive errors (also called orthographic errors) occur when writer does not know or has 
forgotten the correct spelling of a word 
 
It is assumed that in the case of cognitive errors, the pronunciation of misspelled word is 
the same or similar to the pronunciation of intended correct word.  (e.g., receive  
recieve  abyss  abiss ) 
 
In a study referred to by [Kukich 1992], Dutch researchers let 10 subjects transcribe the 
123 recordings of Dutch surnames, 38% of these transcriptions were incorrect despite 
being phonetically plausible. In another study referred to by [Kukich 1992], done on 
spelling errors trends in students of different grades, considering only those mistakes 
whose frequency was greater than 5, it was found that 64.69% were phonetically correct 
and another 13.97% were almost phonetically correct. It was postulated that errors with 
lower frequency have a tendency to be less phonetic. 
 
From the above discussion on types and patterns of spelling mistakes it is evident that 
there is a reasonable likelihood of both types of mistakes and a technique can 
successfully correct spelling errors only if it take care of both types of mistakes.  
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2.2 Implementation aspect of a spell checker 
 
A spell checker is comprised of mainly two modules, a Lexicon (or Dictionary) and 
bunch of algorithms or techniques that use this lexicon for spell checking. These 
techniques generally provide three types of functionalities: 
 

1. Lexicon lookup i.e. error detection  
2. Finding approximate matches in lexicon i.e. Error correction  
3. Ranking of corrections. 

 
Some spellchecker use same technique to provide all three functionalities in one step, 
while others use different technique for each functionality. Lexicon lookup techniques are 
generally dependent on the structure of the lexicon, while on the other hand the design of 
storage structure is some times governed by the choice made for error correction 
technique. Therefore techniques for above mentioned functionalities are highly dependent 
on each other and on the structure of the Lexicon. In next two sections error correction 
techniques and lexicon storage structures are discussed. Error detection techniques are 
discussed in both sections since every storage structure readily suggests a corresponding 
lookup mechanism and every correction technique can essentially be used for detection as 
well. Ranking techniques are not discussed separately rather they are explained wherever 
they naturally appear in the flow of discussion.  
 

2.2.1 Spelling Error Correction 
 
Spelling error correction can be of two types: Isolated-Word Error Correction, Context 
Based Error Correction. 
 
In Isolated-Word Error Correction, a misspelled word is analyzed in isolation without 
giving any consideration to its context; therefore the corrections are based only on the 
misspelled word itself. In context-based correction, on the other hand, the context of 
error is also taken into consideration for suggesting and ranking corrections. This second 
approach is particularly useful for correcting real-word errors. Real-Word errors are 
those spelling errors, which result in a valid words of Language that are not the actual 
intended words, for example writing “form” for “from” “م ” for “م ” or “  for ”د

“  .”د

م  م     Š  دا  
ر د   وہ د    )   (ر  
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Such errors can never be caught without using contextual information.  
 
Contextual information can be used for ranking the suggested corrections, especially 
when more than one suggestions otherwise seem equally likely for being the actual 
correction. 
 
Early work in the area of spell checking was more focused on isolated-word error 
correction, but with the passage of time, the number of such applications increased where 
auto-correction was a requirement, for example in applications like Text to Speech 
Synthesis systems, Machines Translation systems or other NLP related systems. 
 
In such applications the spellchecker should be capable of catching real word errors. 
Moreover it should also be capable of deciding one best correction, and this can be 
achieved only if the context information is also used for correction. 
 
Techniques for the corrections of these two types, i.e. isolated word error correction and 
context sensitive error correction, are discussed separately in the following two sections. 
 

2.2.1.1 Isolated-Word Error Correction 
 
In last 40 years, many different techniques have been invented for isolated word error 
correction. A good many of these techniques have been successfully implemented and are 
being used in different applications, but none of them has yet been succeeded in 
achieving near 100% accuracy without human involvement. 
 
Most of the earlier word was rule based. Error patterns were used for finding corrections. 
This includes the work done by Damerau (1964), Angell et. al. (1983) and Zobel (1994). 
In the recent works probabilistic models are used for error correction which instead of 
subjectively making use of error patterns, use the erroneous data to automatically train 
the model according to the error patterns present in training data [Curch et. al. 1991], 
[Brill and Moore 2000], [Toutanova and Moore 2002]. 
 

Generally Isolated Word Error Correction techniques can be divided into following 
subcategories:  

1. Edit distance techniques 
2. Phonetics based techniques 
3. Similarity Key techniques 
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4. N-Grams Based Techniques 
5. Probabilistic Techniques 

 
This division is not completely disjoint or distinct. The techniques in these groups may 
have overlapping features. 
 

2.2.1.1.1 EDIT DISTANCE TECHNIQUES 
 
The term ‘Edit Distance’ was originally defined by [Wagner 1974] as the minimum 
number of editing operations required to convert one string to another string. A similar 
concept was implemented about ten years earlier by Damerau (1964). [Kukich 1992] 
 
D a me r a u ’ s  S i n g l e  E r r o r s  T e c h n i q u e  
 
[Damerau 1964] showed that 80% of spelling errors belong to one of the four classes of 
single errors. 
These classes are: 
 
Single letter insertion 
Single letter deletion 
Single letter substitution 
Transposition of two adjacent letters 
 
On the basis of this observation he proposed Single Error spelling correction technique. 
In this technique for an erroneous word all dictionary words are checked to see if the 
error could be formed from them applying any of the above-mentioned four operations. 
The words that passed this test are considered as possible correction. The technique 
showed 84% accuracy when tested on a test set of 964 errors. 
 
Gorin [1971] applied this misspelling mechanism in reverse to find possible corrections 
for misspelled words. He generated all those words for a misspelling from which the 
misspelled word could be derived by applying any of the four error operations mentioned 
above. 
 
This means that if the length of a misspelled word is n and the number of alphabets in the 
language is m then there will be n possible deletions, n-1 transpositions, (m-1)n 
substitutions and m(n+1) insertions. Thus a total of (2m+1)n+m-1 words will be 
generated. For English this number becomes 53n+25 and for Urdu, if we take total 
number of alphabets to be 43, it becomes 87n+42. 
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Once the words are generated they are tested against dictionary for being correct words in 
the language. In order to increase the efficiency of this correctness test, an optimization 
was proposed and implemented by the designers of a Swedish spellchecker STAVA 
[Kann, Viggo et. al. 1998]. Prior to dictionary look up, they tested the words using N-
grams tables. These tables contain all those character sequences of length N that are 
allowed in the language. If a word contains a sequence that is not allowed in the 
language, the word is rejected without consulting dictionary. 
 
Single Error technique is the only technique that works on the misspelled word to find 
possible correction; all other techniques process all dictionary words to find the closest 
match.  
 
In this technique the proposed words cannot be ranked as most or least likely corrections. 
The suggestions are all at the same level. 
 
Levensh t e in  D i s t ance   
 
The Levenshtein distance technique, like Damerau’s single spelling error technique, 
measures the distance between two character strings in terms of insertion, deletion, 
substitution and transposition, but it is comparatively more generic because it allows 
multiple errors. [Erikson 1997] 
 
To measure the Levenshtein distance between a misspelled word and any correct 
dictionary word all possible conversions between the two string applying single editing 
operations (insertion, deletion, substitution and transposition) are considered, this is done 
using a dynamic programming algorithm presented by Levenshtien (see Appendix A for 
the details of algorithm), the minimum number of editing operations required for 
conversion is found out. This number is the Levenshtein distance between the two 
strings. The greater the Levenshtein distance, the more different the strings are.  For 
example Levenshtein distance between در  and ار  is 2, because one substitution and one 

insertion are required to convert در   to ار . 
در ر    Substitution 

ر را    Insertion 
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The dictionary word that is at the shortest distance from the misspelling is suggested as 
the most probable correct word. The words beyond a pre-specified threshold edit-distance 
are ignored. 
 
In a modified edit distance technique, contribution of transposition operation, to the 
distance, is double the contribution of other operations taking it as a combination of 
insertion and deletion. 
 
W e i g h t e d  E d i t  D i s t a n c e  
 
In Damerau and Levenshtein edit distance techniques it is assumed that all the letters are 
equally probable for insertion, deletion or for substitution for some other letter, but in fact 
this is not the case. Due to keyboard configuration and phonetic similarities, inter-
substitution of some pairs of letters is much more probable than others. 
 
A study referred to by [Kukich 1992] shows that 58% of substitution errors are due to 
adjacent keyboard keys.  
 
To make use of these facts, confusion matrices are constructed. These are n*n matrices, 
where n is the size of language alphabet. Each ij entry of the matrix is the probability of 
replacement of ith letter by jth letter. [Erikson 1997] 
 
Similarly, confusion matrices are constructed for omission and insertion. These matrices 
contain the probabilities of insertion or omission of a letter on the basis of its left context.  
 
Techniques of this type are discussed in detail under the heading of noisy channel model 
in Section 2.2.1.1.5. 
 
Tapering is also a refinement on edit distance techniques. This technique assigns greater 
penalty to the errors in the beginning of the word i.e. two words are less similar if they 
differ by a letter in the beginning of the word and more similar if different letter is at the 
end of the word. [Zobel & Dart 1994] e.g. ار is more similar to ال  than    ار
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2.2.1.1.2 N-Gram similarity measure 
 
An N-gram is a sequence of N adjacent letters in a word where N can be 1, 2, 3…. An N-
gram is called a bigram or digram when N=2 and a trigram when N=3. 
 
N-grams are used to measure similarity scores between two strings. The more N-grams 
they share the more similar they are. In a method given by Pfeifer (1995) a similarity 
coefficient δ can be calculated by dividing the number of common N-grams of the two 
strings by the total number of N-grams in two strings. Bigrams are most commonly used, 
along with leading and trailing blank. This addition of blanks result in assignment of 
extra importance to start and end of the word, as the starting and ending letter will 
individually form bigrams. [Holmes][Erikson 1997] 
 
For ل and â  
Bigrams in  â -ى :   â  ال 
ب-    5 bigrams 

Bigrams in  ل -ل :  ب-  ال   

  4 bigrams 
Union :  ل- -ى   â ال 
ب-    6 bigrams 

Common :  ب-  ال   

  3 bigrams 
 
δ =3/6=.5.  
 
N-gram techniques do not show good performance on short words. For example when 
using trigrams, the words of length three will share no trigram with themselves just after 
introduction of a single error. To overcome this drawback, N-grams of different lengths 
are used for words of different lengths. For very short words of length three or less, 
unigrams are used [Kukich 1992]. 
 
A study done by [Angell et al. 1983] shows that N-gram similarity measure works best 
for insertion and deletion errors, well for substitution errors, but very poor for 
transposition errors. [Kukich 1992] 
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2.2.1.1.3 Phonetics Based Techniques 
 
These techniques work on the phonetics of the misspelled string. The target is to find 
such a word in dictionary that is phonetically closest to the misspelling.  
 
Soundex  
 
Soundex was the first phonetic string-matching algorithm developed by Odell and 
Russell (1918). It was originally developed to match names. The idea was to assign 
common codes to similar sounding names.  
 
The length of the code is four and it is of the form letter, digit, digit, digit. First letter of 
the code is same as is the first letter of the word. For each subsequent consonant of the 
word, a digit is concatenated at the end of the code. All vowels and duplicate letters are 
ignored. The letters h, w and y are also ignored. If the code reaches the maximum length, 
extra characters are ignored. If length of code is less than 4, zeroes are concatenated at 
the end. Digits assigned to the different letters for English are shown in Table 2. 
 

1 b, f, p, v  

2 
c, g, j, k, q, s, x, 
z  

3 d, t 
4 L 
5 m, n 
6 R 

Table 2. Soundex Codes 
 
Sample codes: 
 
Codes for “Robert” & “Robin” 
R R o _ b 1 e _ r 6 t 3 
Robert  R163  
R R o _ b 1 i _ n 5 
Robin  R150   (an extra 0 is appended in the end to complete 4 digits) 
 
Codes for “Smith” and “Smyth” 
S S m 5 i _ t 3 h _ 
Smith S530   
S S m 5 y _ t 3 h _ 
Smyth S530 
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This Soundex algorithm was actually designed for names; therefore its performance for 
spell-checking is not very good. A study by [Stanier 1990] shows that even for name 
searching, one fourth of the relevant words go undetected and only one third of the 
detected words are actually relevant. The large size of group 2 might be a reason for this 
poor performance. 
 
Soundex was refined for use in spelling correction. The major change was the break 
down of group 2 into smaller groups. Refined Soundex is shown in Table 3. [Zobel and 
Dart 1994] 
 

1 b, p  
2 f, v  
3 c, k, s 
4 g, j 
5 q, x, z 
6 d, t 
7 L 
8 m, n 
9 R 

Table 3. Refined Soundex 
 
The Soundex algorithm had many problems. First, it gives no importance to the sounds 
produced by letter groups, for example, sounds produced by ch and sh. Second, it retains 
first letter of the word. If an error occurs word-initially the Soundex will not be able to 
correct it. Different studies show that chances of an error at first position of word are very 
small. [Peter 1998] 
 
To solve these problems many variants of Soundex were designed which used different 
length codes, multiple codes for same word and overlapping groups of alphabet. Those 
letters, which could produce more then one sound, for example c and g, were included in 
more than one groups. As a result multiple codes can be generated for same word. This 
increased the accuracy of Soundex. Code length also affects the performance. Codes with 
smaller length increase hit rate and codes with larger length result in greater accuracy.   
Some of the Soundex variants are discussed later in this document. 
 
B l a i r ’ s  A b b r e v i a t i o n s  
 
Blair invented an abbreviation-based technique in which all dictionary words and the 
misspellings are abbreviated. Each dictionary word is abbreviated to 4 letters. Weights 
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are assigned to all letters and to position of letters in the word on the basis of how 
desirable it is to delete some specific letter or a letter in some specific position. First letter 
position has a weight 1 the last position has weight 2 second position has weight 3 and so 
on. To abbreviate a word its Letters are arranged in decreasing order of their weights 
(letter weights multiplied by position weights), and then all letters except the last four are 
deleted. If the abbreviation results in a collision the length is increased to 5 and so on 
until all dictionary word are uniquely abbreviated. In this technique only those words are 
considered similar whose abbreviations match exactly. [Alberga 1967] 
 
Damerau (1964) made a comparison of this technique with his own single error 
techniques and results showed that they performed almost equally well with human made 
(orthographical) errors but abbreviations technique performed very poorly for the data in 
which errors were introduced due to equipment malfunction. [Damerau 1964] 
 
P h o n i x  
 
Phonix is a Soundex variant. Like Soundex, it assigns codes (slightly different from 
Soundex, see Table 4) to letters but prior to code generation, string is standardized by 
applying some letter groups’ substitutions. This process is also called N-gram 
substitution. About 160 letter group transformations are used. For example the sequence 
tch is mapped to ch, ph is mapped to f. In some implementations, different transformation 
rules are written for same letter group in different positions. [Holmes][Erikson 
1997][Zobel and Dart 1994] [Pfeifer et. al. 1996] 
 

1 b, p  
2 c, g, j, k, q  
3 d, t 
4 L 
5 m, n 
6 R 
7 f, v 
8 s, x, z 

Table 4. Phonix codes 
 

Pfeifer et. al. (1996) tested Soundex and some Phonix variants in combination with Edit 
distance and Bigram similarity measure. They reported 80% precision and 80% recall. 
(Precision is the percentage of relevant words in the retrieved ones and recall is the 
percentage retrieved relevant words in all relevant words).  
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E d i t e x   
 
Editex is a combination of edit distance technique and letter grouping property of 
Soundex and Phonix. Editex forms overlapping groups of letters. To compute edit 
distance for Editex, 0 is added to edit distance if the corresponding letters of two strings 
are similar 1 is added if they belong to the same ‘Editex-group’ and 2 otherwise. This 
approach assigns smaller edit distance value to phonetics based substitution edits as 
compared to any arbitrary substitution.  Letter groups of Editex are shown in Table 5. 
[Zobel and Dart 1994] 
 
 

1 b, p 
2 c, k, q 
3 d, t 
4 L, r 
5 m, n 
6 g, j 
7 F, p, v 
8 S, x, z 
9 c, s, z 

Table 5. Editex letter groups 
 
2.2.1.1.4 Similarity Keys 
 
Similarity key techniques, like Soundex and Phonix, assign codes to the words but the 
algorithms used for code assignment are different. These techniques are used in 
combination with edit distance techniques. 
 
S k e l e t o n  K e y  
 
Skeleton Key of a word is formed by concatenating the first letter of a word with 
following consonants in order of their appearance in the word followed by the vowels of 
the words in the order of their appearance. Duplicate consonants are dropped. This 
technique like Soundex assumes that first letter errors are less likely to occur; therefore it 
cannot correct first letter errors. [Erikson 1997] 
O mi s s i o n  K e y  
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Statistics show that omission frequency of different English letters is different; some 
letters are omitted more frequently than others. Following are English consonants 
arranged in decreasing order of their omission frequencies: 
 
RSTNLCHDPGMFBYWVZXQKJ [Pollock & Zamora 1984] 
 
 
Omission Key uses these statistics. It is formed by concatenating the word’s consonants 
in the reverse of above order and then vowels are concatenated in their original order. 
[Erikson 1997] ] [Pfeifer et. al. 1996] 
P l a t o  K e y  
 
Plato Key is a numeric key that contains information about the word’s length, letter 
contents, letter order and syllabic pronunciation in the same key. This technique is 
flexible because new features can easily be added to the key. [Erikson 1997] [Kukich 
1992] 
 
2.2.1.1.5 Spelling Error Correction using Noisy Channel Model  
 
All the techniques that we have discussed so far rely on some sort of distance or 
similarity measure to find closest match. A drawback of using such measures is that 
certain important factors, which affect the error patterns, are ignored, Since spelling error 
trends depend on many different factors and these similarity measures make use of at 
most one (or sometimes none) of them, these measures become biased or insufficient. For 
example phonetics based techniques give no weight to keyboard adjacencies, according 
to the Soundex code ‘find’ can not be a candidate correction for ‘gind’ because they have 
different codes, although there is a significant chance that f is substituted by g due to 
keyboard adjacency.  
 

There are similar problems with edit distance and N-Gram Techniques. For example in 
both edit distance and N-Gram techniques, ظ  and ف  are equally probable 

corrections for misspelling ض , which we can see is not true. There is a greater chance 

of confusing 'ض'  for 'ظ'  , due to sound similarity. 

 
Considering these problems it can be seen that what is actually needed is a technique that 
can model the actual phenomenon of making spelling mistakes. One way of doing this is 
to use our knowledge of spelling error trends and of the factors affecting spelling errors 
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patterns and then devise a technique in which weights are subjectively assigned to these 
factors. One such effort was made by [Kashyap & Oommen]. They tested their technique 
on artificially generated errors in words of short length, and reported accuracy ranging 
between 30% and 92% depending on the word length. 
 
The problem with this methodology is that we can never be sure whether our information 
about error patterns is exhaustive or not. Secondly even if we have complete knowledge 
of these factors, modeling them subjectively requires too much effort and even then the 
resulting system will neither be very fine, nor will be adaptive for different domains. 
 
Another more generic and perhaps more appropriate way of doing this is to construct a 
probabilistic error model which can be trained for different languages and domains thus 
automatically setting its parameters. This is what is called ‘Noisy Channel Model’ of 
error correction. The idea behind this name comes from considering the phenomenon of 
making spelling mistakes as the process of sending text through a noisy communication 
channel, which introduces errors in the text. Our task is to find the most probable 
transmitted word (correct dictionary word) for a received erroneous string (misspelling). 
Now if the behavior of the noisy channel is properly modeled, a correct guess can be 
made of actual intended word by decoding the error pattern. [Jurafsky 2000] [Kukich 
1992] [Brill & Moore 2000]. 
 
The model assigns a probability to each correct dictionary word for being a possible 
correction of the misspelling. The word with highest probability is considered the closest 
match (or the actual intended word).   
 
This way of identifying the actual form from an observed or surface form is called 
Bayesian classification. It has been successfully applied in many speech and language 
processing applications in which some sort of identification or classification is to be 
made on the basis of incomplete or ambiguous information. [Jurafsky 2000] 
 
Formally the problem can be stated as follows, 
 
Let D be a dictionary and wi be any word in D, for a misspelled string sЄD our task is to 
find such wЄD for which P(w|s) is maximum. Hence, 
 

w=argmaxwi P(wi|s)    (1) 
 

Applying Bayes’ rule we can rewrite this probability expression as  
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P(w|s)=(P(s|w)P(w)) / P(s)    (2) 
 
Since we are maximizing P(w|s) over all dictionary words for our single observation 
string s, we can ignore P(s), as it will remain constant during single correction process. 
Hence to maximize P(w|s) we have to maximize only P(s|w)P(w). The first of these terms 
P(s|w) is the probability of typing string s when word w was intended, it is called the a 
posteriori probability or channel model. P(w) is the probability that a writer will type w 
from among all the dictionary words. It is called source-model or language-model. Many 
efforts have been made and many different techniques have been devised to model the 
source and channel behavior. Mainly transition and confusion probabilities are exploited. 
 
Transition probabilities are defined as “the probability that a given letter (or letters 
sequence) will be followed by another letter (or letter sequence)”, these probabilities can 
be considered as representative of the source or language model, because they try to 
model the behavior of languages. Language is taken as a Markov process in which 
adjacent stages (letters in this case) are interdependent. But the probabilistic model of 
language can never be a substitute for dictionary. [Kukich 1992] 
 
Confusion probability is the probability of confusing a letter (sequence of letters) with 
some other letter (sequence of letters). These probabilities depend on the process which 
has caused confusion, e.g. typing or manipulating scanned input (OCR). Since these 
probabilities represent the behavior of source of error, they are called channel 
probabilities. [Kukich 1992] 
 
Bayesian classification was first applied for OCR errors correction in 1959 by Bledsoe. 
Bledsoe used log probabilities in order to simplify calculations. He ignored the language 
model and only developed a channel model. His channel model was based on letter-to-
letter confusion probabilities. Since he calculated P(w|s) for all dictionary words, the 
growth rate of time utilization was linear with the  size of dictionary which resulted in 
poor efficiency for large dictionaries. 
 
[Hanson et. al. 1976] used both confusion and transition probabilities for error correction 
with out using a dictionary, but the results showed that depending solely on transition 
probability to represent a language without taking advantage of dictionary results in 
suggesting those high probability strings as corrections which are not valid words in the 
language. 
 
Spell checking applications have never relied on transition probabilities to represent 
language model. Noisy channel approach was first applied on spell checking in 1990 by 
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[Kernighan et. al.1991]. They used probabilistic approach only for ranking correction. 
For candidate generation they applied Demarau’s single error technique in reverse. They 
generated all those string, which could be converted to misspelled string by single 
insertion deletion substitution or transposition. The strings thus generated, were searched 
in the dictionary and strings which were not found in the dictionary were discarded. The 
remaining strings were considered candidate corrections. These strings were ranked using 
noisy channel probabilities. Prior probability P(w) of a candidate word was calculated on 
the basis of its frequency in  a large corpus according to the following formula 
 

P(w)=freq(w)+0.5/M+V*0.5   (3) 
 
Here freq(w) is the number of times the word w appeared in corpus of size M. 0.5 is 
added to the frequency count to cater the prior probability of those correct dictionary 
words whose frequency in the corpus was 0. To normalize the effect of this addition 
V*0.5 is added to the denominator where V is total number of such zero frequency 
words. 
 
Channel behavior was modeled using letter-to-letter confusion probabilities. Four 
confusion matrices were generated for four basic editing operations; del for deletion, ins 
for insertion, sub for substitution and trans for transposition. Each matrix was of size 
N*N where N was the language alphabet size. The ijth (ith row jth column) entry in del 
matrix was the number of times that ith alphabet was deleted when followed by jth 
alphabet. The ijth entry in ins matrix was the number of times that ith alphabet was 
inserted after jth alphabet.  The ijth entry in sub was the number of times ith alphabet was 
substituted by jth. The ijth entry in trans matrix was the number of times that ith alphabet 
was transposed by jth alphabet when ith alphabet was followed by jth alphabet. 
 
These matrices were populated using a training data set. Conditional probabilities were 
computed by dividing these confusion frequencies by the total number of times ith 
character or the sequence of ith and jth characters appeared in training set. 
 
Conditional probability P(w/s), where s is input string and w is any dictionary word can 
be computed using following formula. (wp and sp are pth characters of string s and w 
respectively.) 
 
P(w/s) = del[wp-1,wp] / Count[wp-1wp]  if deletion 
P(w/s) = ins[wp-1,wp] / Count[wp-1]  if insertion 
P(w/s) = sub[sp,wp] / Count[wp]  if substitution 
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P(w/s) = trans[wp,wp+1] / Count[wpwp+1] if 
transposition 
 
The model was first initialized with uniform probabilities and then was iteratively run on 
training set updating the confusion frequencies in each iteration. This method of training 
a model is an instance of EM algorithm in which model parameters are iteratively re-
estimated until they reach some stable state. [Jrafsky 2000] 
 
This technique was tested on a set of errors each having two potential corrections, the 
results were compared with selections made by three human judges (considering majority 
vote).  87% of the time the spellchecker and human judges agreed on the same choice. 
 
The limitation of this technique is that it does not deal with multiple errors. Although 
80% of misspellings are due to single errors but the remaining 20% error should not be 
totally ignored.  
 
A much more generic and sophisticated technique utilizing noisy channel model was 
proposed by [Brill and Moore 2000]. 
 
The technique proposed by [Brill & Moore] relies on probabilistic model to generate 
candidates; ranking of candidates is implicit. Again confusion probabilities are exploited 
to model channel behavior, but the editing operations for which these probabilities are 
calculated are much more generic, instead of using letter to letter editing operation like 
[Church & Gale1990], string to string editing operations are used, where string can be a 
sequence of zero or more characters. Use of generic operations makes the model capable 
of handling multiple errors as well as single errors. 
 
Let ∑ be the set of input alphabet the model allows editing operations of the form  
 
α β or P(α|β)  
Where α, β Є ∑* 

 
To compute P(s|w), both s and w are divided into partitions r1, r2, r3…  
 

P(s|w)=P(r1s|r1w)*P(r2s|r2w)*P(r3s|r3w)….   (4) 
 
For example  
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P( | )=P( م| )*P( ئ|ع  )*P(   |  ). 
 
A word can be partitioned in many different ways therefore all-possible partitions are 
applied and only the maximum probability value is considered. 
 
P(α β) can be conditioned on position of α and β in the word i.e. P(α β|PSN) where 
PSN can be start, middle or end. This increases the accuracy because certain errors are 
more probable on certain positions in the word. For example, in Urdu, P(ہ  is much (ا

greater at word ending position as compared to start or middle. 
 
[Brill & Moore] trained the model to set P(α β) parameters. For training they used a set 
of Error-Correction pairs. For each si, wi pair of Error and Correction, si and wi are first 
aligned with each other such that the alignment minimizes the editing distance between 
the two. This alignment gives us non-match α β substitutions. In order to incorporate 
contextual information, different forms of α β substitution are considered each time 
including N additional character from the left or right context of α or β. 
 
Once the number of all α β substitution in training data are counted, P(α β) can eb 
found using following formula  
 

P(α β)= count(α β)/count(α)   (5) 
 
As we have seen, count (α β) can easily be found using training data. But finding 
count(α) is a bit hard. If we train the model using a corpus we can simply count the 
number of occurrences of string in the corpus to find count(α), but if count(α β) is 
computed using training set then we have to use some independent corpus to estimate 
count(α), this can be done by counting the number of occurrences of in that corpus and 
then normalizing it by the rate at which human beings make spelling mistakes.  
 
All α and β parameters were compiled as trie* of tries. A big trie represented all α strings 
and all those nodes of the trie at which any of the α strings ended pointed to another β trie 
representing all those β strings that could be confused for string α. 
 
In the original technique as proposed by [Brill and Moore] the dictionary was 
precompiled into a trie. For each input word they traversed the trie while computing 

                                                 
* Trie is a special kind of tree in which the number of children of every node is equal to the size of language 
alphabet. 
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editing distance at each node between the input string and the prefix string ending at that 
node. The weights for editing operations were computed on the basis of α β confusion 
probabilities, which were acquired by searching α and β tries in parallel with the 
dictionary trie. 
 
α and β were stored in reverse order. This helped traversing them in parallel with 
dictionary trie traversal. At each node in dictionary α trie is traversed from root 
downwards while traversing the dictionary upwards and matching the nodes in both tries, 
if an end node is reached in a trie then starting at that point input string is matched with 
corresponding β trie. 
 
A trigram language model was used. The probability of occurrence of a word was 
decided on the basis of the two words to the left of the erroneous word, since the 
spellchecker is invoked immediately after typing of each word, only left context of the 
word is available. Using trigram language model gave better result than not using any 
Language Model. Especially one-best accuracy increased significantly. Church & Gale 
reported an accuracy of 98.8%, using positional confusion parameters with a context 
window of 3. 
 
Improved Noisy  Channel  Model  
 
In an improved noisy channel model, proposed by Toutanova & Moore (2002), α and β 
were sequences of phones. In this technique all dictionary word and the misspelled string 
must first be converted from letter sequences to phone sequences. It is easy for dictionary 
words because their pronunciation is known but for misspelled word some letter to phone 
translation model is required. 
 
The most commonly used letter to phone model is Fisher’s N-Grams model [Fisher 
1999]. In this model a probability is assigned to each letter to phone conversion on the 
basis of its left and right context. Rules are written for this probability assignment. 
General form of these rules is: 
 

[Lm.T.Rn ph1p1.ph2p2]   (6) 
 
This shows that the letter T, with a particular sequence of m letter at left and n letters at 
right is pronounced as phone ph1 with probability p1 and ph2 with a probability p2. 
[Fisher 1999] [Toutanova & Moore 2002] 
An example of the rule is: 
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ف [ ð س۔ ن۔ ى[  [4. ن ,6. __ ]

 
This rule says that 60% of the times ن becomes silent when it is followed by س word 

medially. 
 
This ‘phone sequence’ to ‘phone sequence’ comparison model was called pronunciation 
modeling by Toutanova and Moore (2002). In this pronunciation dependent noisy 
channel model, we first select the most probable pronunciation for the erroneous word 
and then select that word from dictionary whose pronunciation is closest to erroneous 
word’s pronunciation. 
 
To compute P(s|w) we compute P(pron_s|pron_w)*P(pron_s|s). If more than one 
pronunciations are generated for a misspelling, only that pronunciation is considered 
which gives maximum probability value. If the dictionary word also has more than one 
valid pronunciations then probability value is averaged over total number of valid 
pronunciations.  
 
They used this model in combination with the original letter based model. The probability 
PPHL(w|s) from the phone based model was combined with the probability PLTR(w|s) from 
the letter based model to get combined score SCMB(w|s) using following formula, 
 

SCMB(w|s) = PLTR(w|s) + λPPHL(w|s)   (7) 
 
Parameter λ was set during training to maximize accuracy rate. 
 
Toutanova and Moore showed that a combination of letter based and phone based noisy 
channel models, shows better performance as compared to individual performances of 
any of the two models. The combined approach exactly guessed the correct word for 
95.58% errors. Three-best accuracy reached 99.50%. 
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2.2.1.2 Context-Based Error Correction 

 
There are many application in which auto correction is a requirement, for example NLP 
applications, speech synthesis and OCR etc. in these applications human intervention is 
not possible therefore spellchecker can not suggest more than one corrections. It was 
discovered by Church and Gale (1990) that the best correction suggested without using 
context information, might not actually be the best solution. For example the noisy 
channel spelling correction model, which detected corrections using reverse single-error 
method and ranked them according to probability scores, suggested ‘acres’ as the most 
probable correction of ‘acress ‘, but if we consider the context, 
 
… was called a “stellar and versatile acress whose combination of sass and glamour has 
defined her …  [Kernighan et. al. 1990] 
 
We can clearly see that actress was the actual word. This observation led them to the idea 
of using context information, at least for ranking purpose. Church and Gale were the first 
to use context information for spell checking. 
 
Keeping the ranking issue aside, there is even more serious issue of real-word spelling 
errors that lies entirely out of the range of non-word spelling correction techniques. 
According to some studies quoted by [Kukich 1992] 15 to 40% of total spelling errors are 
real word errors. Again these errors pose more serious problem in the applications where 
auto correction is required, the need of solving this problem was first realized for NLP 
applications. 
 
Unlike Non-Word errors, for Real-Word errors, detection is a much harder problem 
compared to correction. Because the error is not actually a lexicographic or spelling error, 
(e.g. form from, the he) rather it is some syntactic, semantic or some times pragmatic 
disagreement.  
 
NLP applications viewed real-word spelling errors as violation of NLP constraints, there 
are generally five types of constraints in NLP, Lexical, Syntactic, Semantic, Discourse 
and Pragmatic. Lexical errors are addressed through isolated-word error correction; 
among the other four types of constraints, a greater number of real word errors result in 
violation of syntactic constraints. Due to this fact, and also due to the relatively easily 
manageable nature of syntactic category constraints, NLP applications focused on 
syntactic rules to resolve ambiguities created by real word spelling errors.  
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In one approach used in NLP, the vary rules that capture the error are used to correct the 
error. Combining syntactic information and the semantic concept that we have reached, 
highlights the problem area and helps reaching possible solutions. 
 
One way of merging syntactic knowledge and semantic concept is the expectation-based 
techniques. In these techniques at each step during processing of input, system builds a 
list of all those terms that are expected to be input next. This list is built on the basis of 
syntactic and semantic knowledge. If the next input is not one among the list of expected 
terms then it can be a potential error. This technique was implemented in a parser 
CASPER. Slot frame structure was used in which each syntactic or semantic structure is 
represented as a frame consisting of different slots. These slots have specific order and 
can be filled by specific types of words. For example frame structure for a predicate 
transitive verb requires a subject and an object, both of which ought to be nouns and the 
subject should most likely be an animate one. CASPER maintained the list of expected 
input terms for the next slot on the basis of syntactic and semantic knowledge of the slots 
filled so far. Every new input term either invokes a new frame or fills a slot in an existing 
frame. If any of the slots is left empty or filled wrongly then the syntactic or semantic 
constraint is violated. [Kukich 1992] 
 
Such techniques, in which semantic knowledge is also used for detecting constraint 
violation, require immense research in the language.  
 
Statistical techniques are also exploited in real word error correction. In order to capture 
collocation trends, word bigram and trigram probabilities are used. Since there are 
millions of words in a language and number of possible combinations even for word 
bigrams, goes beyond computational limits. A relatively less computationally heavy 
approach is to use POS bigrams and trigrams. In this approach the words of the language 
are finely categorized into many POS categories and bigram probabilities for these POS 
categories are modeled. Now if number of low probability bigrams in a sequence goes 
beyond some pre specified threshold value, then those bigarm of the sentence are 
identified as problem area or potential real word error. Once the error is identified, such 
corrections for the error are suggested that maximize the POS probability and are 
lexically similar to the error. In fact the correction process is similar to the one used in 
noisy channel model, except the POS bigrams are used for language modeling. 
 
Though this technique is computationally manageable but it has the disadvantage of not 
being able to capture those real word errors that do not violate POS constraints and can 
be identified only with the help of semantic knowledge. 
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In Another approach proposed by [Tong], the confusion sets of all dictionary words are 
first identified (confusion set is the set of the words all whose words can be confused for 
each other) then whenever any of the words from a confusion set occurs in the text, the 
probability of occurrence of all the members of the set is calculated on the basis of k 
number of context words on both sides of the actual word. If the probability of actual 
word turns out to be very small and some other words has very high likelihood of 
occurrence in that context, then the actual word is considered potential error and more 
likely words from confusion set are presented as corrections. 
 
All real word error correction techniques either require matured knowledge of the syntax 
of the language or extensive balanced corpus of the language. The languages, for which 
neither of the two is available, cannot reach the goal of real word error correction. 
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3 Urdu Spell Checking 
 
Today thinking of a text editor not having spellchecker functionality seems strange but 
amazingly none of the Urdu text editors currently available in market provide full-fledged 
spell checking functionality. Some text editors provide spellcheckers with error detection 
facility only (PageComposer and Inpage are among them), however no spelling error 
corrector of Urdu is available yet.  
 
The unavailability of Urdu spellcheckers is mainly for two reasons, 1. No machine-
readable Urdu Lexicon is available. 2. As already mentioned Urdu spell checking poses 
certain problems, which make existing spell checking algorithms inappropriate for Urdu. 
 
In the next section some issues regarding Urdu spell checking are discussed. 
 
3.1 Issues in Urdu Spell Checking 
 

3.1.1 Urdu Diction Problems 
 
The primary function of a spellchecker is to detect spelling errors. In other words, it has 
to rejects those words that are not allowed in the language. This can be done only if the 
boundaries of ‘what is allowed and what not’ are clearly defined. Unfortunately this is 
not the case with Urdu. There is a great number of such words for which spelling 
variations are very common. Even the dictionaries do not provide one spelling for such 
words. As a general trend, dictionaries quote all variations of a word’s spelling with out 
giving any explanation.  
 
Following are given some examples of spelling variations. 
 
There are many such words in Urdu borrowed from Arabic, which end in “ٰى”, for 

example   
ٰ ٰا      ٰاد   ٰ â . Phonetically these 

words are pronounced as if the ending letter is “ا” instead of “ٰى”. Due to this difference 

in pronunciation and transcription, it has become a common trend to write these words 
with an ending “ا”. Like     ال ا ال اد  . As a result, now both 

styles of writing are being used and accepted.  
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Some words, borrowed from Arabic or Persian, have an ending “ہ” but this is pronounced 

as “ا” while speaking. Examples of these words are     . as a result people have 

started writing those Hindi and Urdu words that end in “ا”, with an ending “ہ”. For 

example ہ ö     This variation 

has also made its way in literature and dictionaries. [Khan 1998] 
 
Urdu character “ئ” is some times used in the place of “ى” or in combination with “و”. As 

in ؤ الؤ   Many variations are found in the .االؤ  

spellings of such words. Like و وال   .االو  
 
 was not initially a character in Urdu alphabets, but many words borrowed from ”ة“

Arabic have a “ة” at the end. In Urdu these words are written in two ways, with “ة” and 

ة Like .”ت“ ٰز ت  ٰز  [Khan 1998] 
 
 are homophone characters and are very frequently confused with each other ”ذ“ and ”ز“

as a result of this confusion, spelling of many words are almost permanently distorted, for 
example “ ” is very commonly written, even in news papers and books, with “ز”, while 

its actual spellings are with “ذ”. [Khan 1998] 
 
 is not a separate sound phonetically, it is used to just represent the nasalization of ”ں“

other sounds, logically it should be written adjacent to (either preceding or following) the 
character whose sound it has to nasalize. And so it is done in words like “ ” and “ ”, 

where its position is just after the letter being nasalized. But in many other words it is 
either missing or wrongly placed like in “ى ں“ ,” ” and “ں ”. Four different 

spellings exist for such words, the spelling variation of each of these is given below. 
 
ں ؤں   وں   
ں ؤں   وں   [Khan 1998] 
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In Urdu “ُ  ”(Pesh) represents a short vowel and “و” represents the corresponding long 

vowel. But in some cases this short vowel is represented by “و” in orthography, for 
example in “ نود ”. Due to this difference in pronunciation and transcription more than 

one spellings of such words exist. [Khan 1998] 
 
One thing is common in all these spelling variation problems; they have all arisen due to 
disagreement between pronunciation and spelling. It is a general trend that when 
languages evolve they tend to become more and more simpl and regular, so in authors 
view the solution to these problem should reduce the distance between pronunciation and 
orthography as mush as possible, but those differences of spelling and pronunciation that 
are very well known and therefore do not cause confusion should not be removed, 
because making changes in generally accepted forms of words will just increase the 
confusion rather than decreasing it.  
 
Another reason for confusion is the large number of homophone characters in Urdu; 
suggestions of merging all homophone characters of a class into one were made [Khan 
1998]. But doing so will also increase confusion. A better solution is to accept common 
variations of a word’s spelling, since spelling variations is a normal phenomenon in 
languages and many languages including English exhibit this behavior. But doing this 
will not eliminate the need of standardization, because a distinction must be made 
between variant forms of a word and the generally made spelling errors of a word. 
 

3.1.2 Word Boundary Problem 
 
The input of a spell checker is words. When a document is to be spell checked it is 
tokenized in order to separate words. This tokenization is generally done on spaces, 
because spaces represent word boundary. But for the languages like Urdu that use Arabic 
script, identifying words is not just a matter of tokenizing words on spaces, because some 
times spaces are inserted in the middle of the word just to prevent the joining of two 
characters with in a word that are supposed to be separate.  
 

 دن ز   
 
The reverse situation i.e. not inserting space between two separate words is even more 
frequent. Because in Urdu writing there is actually no gap between two words, separate 
words are just not joined with each other. When typing, two words are not joined if the 
last character of first word is a non-joining character, even if no space is inserted between 
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the two words. In such situations it is very common trend to not insert space, because 
visually it makes no difference. But the tokenizer will consider the two words as one and 
the spellchecker will flag it as spelling error. 
 

   ا
 
One possible solution for this problem is to use two types of spaces one for keeping the 
letters from joining, and the other will act as word separator. This will solve the problem 
of space insertion with in word boundary, but the problem of not inserting space on the 
word boundary will remain there. 
 

3.1.3 Diacritics Problem 
 
Diacritics are optional in Urdu, if we write a word without diacritics or with partial 
diacritics it is perfectly alright and not considered a spelling error, but if we write a word 
with wrong diacritics, it is an error. 
 
In fact diacritics are used to help understanding the pronunciation of a word, because 
with out diacritics we cannot predict short vowel (in Urdu diacritics represent short 
vowels), as they are not represented by alphabet characters.  
 
Though this situation is not very complicated but it may pose some problems while spell 
checking. If the spell checker completely ignores the diacritics, it will not be able to 
capture wrong diacritics errors. If we consider diacritics and alphabets at same level, then 
the difference measure between two strings differing only in one diacritic symbol will be 
equal to the difference measure between two strings differing in one alphabet. And this, 
we know, should not happen. This problem can be handled by considering diacritics at 
some different and relatively lower level of importance compared to alphabet. Doing so 
will be safe because diacritics and alphabets are rarely confused with each other with the 
exception of "ُ  "  (Pesh) whose sound is sometimes represented by "و"  as in "ن "د . Such 

exceptions can either be handled separately or can simply be ignored. 
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4 Problem Statement 
 
The statement of problem for the thesis work presented in this document is: 
 

“Given a list of valid Urdu words and an erroneous word to be spell 
checked find a word from the list which is most likely to be the actual 

intended word.” 
 
Providing the list of valid Urdu words and designing algorithm for detection of errors is 
not in the scope of the work. 
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5 Methodology 
 
Methodology adopted for development of spelling correction algorithm for Urdu included 
following major steps 
 

1. Study of spelling error trends in Urdu 
2. Testing existing spell checking techniques on Urdu 
3. Optimizing the techniques for Urdu 
4. Developing solution for Urdu specific spell checking problems 
5. Combining the techniques 

 
In order to see whether existing algorithms can be effectively used for error correction in 
Urdu, a study was performed to analyze spelling error trends of Urdu. From this study 
factor causing spelling errors were identified and also the applicability of already 
identified errors trends on Urdu was verified. During this study Urdu specific spell 
checking problems were also discovered. 
 
After studying the spelling error trends of Urdu next step was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of existing spell checking techniques on Urdu and modifying them to 
address Urdu specific problems. 
 
The techniques selected for testing include Single Edit Distance technique and Soundex. 
The idea was to use both in combination expecting that single edit techniques will correct 
typographic errors and Soundex will correct phonetics based multiple errors. Single edit 
distance was preferred over multiple edit distance due to its efficiency. If we apply single 
edit in reverse we have to check 73n+35  (with alphabet size 36 and word size n) 
suggestions for validity. As we increase the edit distance from single to double, triple and 
so forth this number gets multiplied with it self. Even for multiple edit distance with 
threshold 2 it becomes 5329n2 making the technique very inefficient and useless for all 
practical purposes. An alternative can be to use the famous dynamic programming 
algorithm for calculating Edit distance [see Appendix A] between error and every 
dictionary word but this will also require N*n2 time where N is the dictionary size again 
making it very inefficient. Another alternative can be to use some tree like efficient in-
memory data structure (for example automaton of the entire dictionary) for keeping 
dictionary and traverse this data structure while computing edit distance between error 
and the dictionary strings. This becomes relatively efficient because pruning techniques 
can be used to avoid irrelevant distance measures. But for large dictionaries the size of 
automaton becomes unmanageable. 
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In ‘Spelling error correction’ section many techniques of spelling correction other than 
the above ones are presented, two of these techniques: N-Gram Similarity measure and 
Noisy channel model, are important enough to deserve an explanation for not including 
them in the experiment. 
 
The N-Gram based techniques aren’t used because they don’t perform well on 
transposition and substitution errors and all studies on spelling errors (including author’s 
study of Urdu spelling errors) show that transposition and insertion together make nearly 
55% of the total spelling errors. Using N-Gram based techniques simply means that either 
these 55% errors are ignored or the N-Gram similarity threshold is kept so high that too 
many irrelevant results are obtained. On the other hand if Single Edit Distance approach 
is used, it ensures that none of the basic four types of errors is ignored. 
 
Noisy channel model is a probabilistic model. It assigns probabilistic weights to editing 
operations. This model when trained on large text of a language automatically sets its 
weights according to the error patterns of the language. As already mentioned the major 
factor affecting these error patterns is the keyboard layout. [Kukish 1992] reported that 
58% of typing errors are due to adjacent keyboard keys. Unluckily there is no standard 
keyboard layout for Urdu typing; all text editors provide their own keyboard layouts, 
which are quite different from each other [see Appendix B.]. As a result the Urdu corpus 
gathered from different sources was typed using different keyboards and therefore could 
not provide useful data for training. In this situation it seemed a better idea to use 
deterministic techniques rather than using probabilistic ones. Partly for this reason and 
partly for the fact that intelligent combination of deterministic techniques (which 
generally tend to be more efficient and less complex) performs almost as well as does the 
noisy channel model [Hodge 2003], it was decided that Noisy channel model not be used. 
 
Test Data 
 
The selected techniques were tested on a test data of 744 errors correction pairs. These 
errors were selected randomly by spell checking text from different sources*. Corrections 
for theses errors were specified manually, and if there was some ambiguity or confusion 
in identifying the correction for some error, the error was looked up in the source text and 
was corrected on the basis of context information. During the selection of test data one 
                                                 

* Online Jang Newspaper, www.jang.org/urdu 
   Text from initial draft of an online dictionary being developed at CRULP. 
 Text from a corpus developed at CRULP gathered from different sources (books from Ferozesons   
and Iqbal Academy). 
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thing was kept in mind that it should contain appropriate ratio of all types of errors. 
Table-6. provides the profile of the test data. 
 
 

 Number of Errors %age of Total Errors 
Insertion 54 7.25% 
Deletion 71 9.54% 
Substitution 121 16.26% 
Transposition 25 3.36% 
Space Deletion 443 59.54% 
Space Insertion 20 2.68% 
Multiple Errors 10 1.3% 
Total 744  

Table 6. Error profile of test data 
 
The number of space deletion errors included in test data is less than their actual 
proportion in Urdu typing errors. This was done so because handling some space deletion 
errors means handling them all and 443 is already a very big sample size from a sample 
space with little deviation. 
 
When the techniques were tested independently only relavent subsets of this test set were 
included i.e. when testing technique for ‘Space deletion errors correction’ only space 
deletion errore (443 in number) were used as test data similarly when ‘Single Edit’ and 
‘Soundex’ techniques were tested, only non-space errors (280 in number) were used as 
test data. But for testing the combined approach whole set of test data was included. 
 
WordList 
 
The Word List used for spell checking was the Lexicon prepared at CRULP* containing a 
total of 112481 words. The words whose corrections were not present in the lexicon were 
not included in the test data. The lexicon contained all forms of word therefore no 
morphological processing was involved. 
 
Spellchecker application 
 
The spellchecker application was made so that it could input text in form of error 
correction pairs. When provided with an input file containing error correction pairs it 

                                                 
* CRULP: Center of Research in Urdu Langue Processing, FAST-NU 
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finds corrections for every error from the lexicon then it ranks the corrections and outputs 
the correction list and the rank of actual correction in this list in an out put file. 
 
In the case of space insertion errors the error spans more than one word, in this situation 
error correction pairs cannot be used for testing. Therefore space insertion errors were 
spell checked in carrier sentences. 
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5.1 Study of Spelling Error Trends in Urdu 
 
A study was performed to identify error patterns in Urdu. The data used for the study was 
gathered from three different sources 
 

1. Urdu Newspapers 
2. Urdu term papers typed by graduate and undergraduate university students 
3. A corpus of Urdu Text (1.7 million words) 

 
The methodology used for study of the data from first two sources was different from the 
one used for analysis of the data from third source.  
 
In the first case, the data were available in the form of hard copies and were manually 
spell checked. In the second case the corpus was first tokenized to separate words then 
frequency analysis of the words was done. On the basis of this frequency analysis, those 
words were selected for study which appeared only once in the whole corpus, considering 
them potential errors. It was manually verified whether these low frequency words were 
actually errors or not and only those were included in study that turned out to be actual 
errors. 
 
Due to the difference in the nature of data and in the methodology of study, results for the 
two studies are discussed separately. 
 

5.1.1 Study 1. 
 
First we analyze our results obtained from the study of data from first two sources. 
Results of the study are shown in Table 2 & Table 3. 
 

 Typographic Cognitive 
Students 57.69% 42.31% 
Newspapers 91.18% 8.82% 
Overall  74.44% 25.57% 

Table 2. Comparison of ratios of typographic and cognitive errors 
 
The statistics from both sources are separately entered in Table 2 due to clear difference 
in the nature of mistakes in the data from the two sources. The data from newspapers 
mostly contains typographic errors with a small fraction of cognitive errors on the other 
hand the ratio of cognitive errors in the students’ data is much higher (about 42%). (Here 
those errors are being considered cognitive for which the pronunciation of misspelled 
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word was similar to the intended word). It seems that the newspapers’ data was a little 
too clean for the study; (perhaps due to proof reading) the general trends of errors might 
actually be different than indicated by it. 
 
The results of the study agree with the studies conducted by Damerau (1964) and 
Peterson (1986). Table 3 contains data about four basic types of errors specified by 
Damerau, two additional categories space insertion and space deletion are added. 
 
 

 Number  % Age  
Substitution 101 47.42% 
Deletion 56 26.29% 
Insertion 28 13.15% 
Transposition 17 7.98% 
Space insertion 4 1.88% 
Space deletion 7 3.29% 
Total  213 92.61% 
Total number of errors was 230.  
Table 3. Single edit distance errors in Urdu. 

 
Substitution errors have the highest frequency. This can be attributed to the fact that in 
Urdu most of the phonetics based cognitive mistakes are single letter substitutions; 
therefore the substitution frequency is in fact a sum of typographic and phonetic 
substitutions frequencies. 
 
There are a couple of factors other than adjacent key substitution that can account for 
substitution errors in Urdu. 
 
The first is that many letters in Urdu are typed with the shift key pressed (due to greater 
number of alphabets, 39 in total), so a letter might be replaced with another letter if same 
key is used for typing both of them. 
 
For example the data from university students was typed using Microsoft keyboard layout 
in which ‘خ‘ & ’ح‘ ,‘ں‘ & ’ن‘ ,’چ‘ & ’ج’ have same keys [Appendix B] and the 

interchange of these letter pairs was more frequent. 
  
The second factor is shape of letters. The letters having similar shapes are confused for 
each other. In 36 out of 101 substitutions, the shape of substituted letter was similar to the 
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original letter. For example ‘ج’ is confused with ‘ٹ‘ .’چ’ is confused with ‘ت’. Shape 

plays role in generation of spelling mistakes for two reasons. First, if a substiturion is 
shape based there is less chance of it being caught by the typist due to visual similarity, 
Second, in the case of ‘Look and Type’ typing like for newspapers or other publications, 
books, journals etc., the person typing is not the writer of the text and the text is provided 
in hand written form, in such situation there is a good chance of making shape based 
errors. Our study included both types of data and both contained shape based 
substitutions. 
 
26 out of a total of 230 errors could be considered cognitive or phonetics based. The most 
common of these was interchanging ‘ذ’ & ’ز’ and ‘ظ‘ & ’ض’. 

 
For example confusing ‘ ’ with ‘ ’ and ‘ظ ’ with ‘ض ’. 

 
These errors are mainly caused due to Homophone Characters. Homophone characters 
are those characters, which represent the same sound. In Urdu the number of Homophone 
characters is relatively grater compared to English. Following are listed the homophone 
character sets of Urdu. 
 

 ز؛ ذ؛ ض؛ ظ
 ص؛ س؛ ث
 ط؛ ت
 ك؛ ق
 ا؛ ع

  ح؛ ہ؛ ھ

 
Among the 17 mistakes that were not at an edit distance of one from the correct word 
only 6 could be tackled phonetically. Viewing the matter the other way, we may say that 
one fifth of the 25% cognitive errors are such that they cannot be detected using single 
edit distance techniques. 
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It was also observed that in Urdu word initial errors are as common as are word medial or 
final errors. Especially word initial omission errors ( ال ,   ال  ا ) are very 

common. Moreover phonetics based substitution errors ( ز , ذ  ز  are as (ذ 

common word initially as they are word medially.  
 
Space insertion & space deletion together account for 5% of the typing errors. The errors 
of this type are more frequent in Urdu because in manual writing Urdu writer are not 
habitual of putting spaces between words. 
 
Another interesting observation regarding these errors was that 25% of these were real 
word errors i.e. they resulted in valid Urdu words. For example: 
ال ال  ا  

   
   

ٹ ٹ   

 
5.1.2 Study 2. 

 
Now we come to the results of corpus data study, which are presented in Table 4 and 
Table 5. 

 
Deletion 43 17.99%
Insertion 49 20.50%

Substitution 109 45.61%
Transposition 17 7.11% 

Diction Variation 21 8.79% 
Total (non space errors) 239 24.51%

Table 4. Results of Corpus Data Study 
 

Non space errors 239 24.51% 
Space Related Errors 736 75.49% 

Total Errors 975  
Table 5. Comparison of the space related errors with general errors. 
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Statistics regarding four basic types of errors are again in agreement with previous 
studies, but the major difference is the large number of errors due to space insertion or 
deletion. This type of errors could not be captured through the manual study since such 
mistakes most of the time make no change in the visual form of the word, while for error 
analysis of corpus, the corpus was first programmatically tokenized on spaces and 
punctuation marks in order to separate words. Due to inappropriate use of space, too 
many run-on and split-up words were found, 75% of the total 975 Non-Word errors was 
due to missing or wrongly inserted space. Space deletion is much more frequent 
compared to space insertion; perhaps because we always want to minimize typing effort 
therefore spaces are omitted intentionally but inserted only mistakenly. This type of 
errors are not actually mistakes, the user intentionally omits space knowing that it will 
create no difference in the visual form of the word. These mistakes are not a problem for 
the reader (the difference in statistics of the two studies is a proof for this implication); 
they are just a problem for spell checker. If this problem is not properly tackled the spell 
checker will give too many false alarms. 
  
From this study we can conclude that spelling errors in Urdu are less phonetic moreover 
they also depend on shift key and the shape of alphabets. We have also seen that space 
insertion and deletion errors can pose serious problems while spell checking.  
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5.2 Techniques employed for Error Correction 
 

5.2.1 Soundex 
Soundex algorithm is one of the techniques employed for spelling correction. Two 
variations on original Soundex algorithm were tested. These are: 
 
1. First letter code assignment 
Unlike original Soundex algorithm, code was assigned to first letter of the word. This 
variation was introduced on the basis of the study of error patterns in Urdu. During this 
study it was observed that in Urdu spelling errors at first position are as common as are 
on any other position in the word. This is probably due to big number of homophone 
consonants sets in Urdu. Therefore first letter was encoded with expectation that it would 
result in better recall percentage. Another advantage was also gained by encoding first 
letter; it reduced the total number of codes thus making the index more manageable.  
 
2. Increased number of alphabet groups 
Another variation on the basic algorithm was the number of alphabet groups to which 
codes were assigned. In Urdu total number of letters in the alphabet is 43, dividing them 
into 10 groups assigning codes 0-9 results in combining irrelevant characters into one 
group. To avoid this problem Hexadecimal codes were used, the idea was taken from 
Hodge et. al. (2003). Using hexadecimal codes we have 16 letter groups giving enough 
freedom to not combine irrelevant characters in same group. But as the number of groups 
increases the number of suggestions decreases. Though the excluded suggestion are only 
those that were there due to irrelevant combinations of characters but both variations of 
the techniques i.e. Soundex 0-9 and Soundex 0-F were tested for the sake of comparison.  
 
All combinations of the above two variations were tested making a total of four Soundex 
variants. 
 
No changes other than the above mentioned ones were made in the basic Soundex 
algorithm. Code length was 4. Only a few N-Gram substitutions were made, because in 
Urdu phonetics based letter groups substitutions are rare. Vowels were ignored during 
code assignment. In Urdu identifying long vowels is a little tricky, since same alphabets ا, 

 .that are used as long vowels are also used as consonants in certain contexts ى and و

Actually they behave as consonants when they occur word initially or syllable initially. 
Hence to identify these consonants syllabification was required, but in Urdu a word can 
be syllabified only if it is marked with diacritics and generally words are not marked with 
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diacritics. Therefore only a rough guess could be made about the situation of these long 
vowels. To do this and also to perform other N-Gram substitutions, the string was 
normalized before code assignment. 
 
Normalization 
 
Following normalization rules are applied: 
 
1. Treatment of ا 
Word initial ا was converted to ع, because word initially ا is some times confused with ع. 

For example confusing Ù with ا or ق Ù for ارق. 
 
2. Treatment of آ 
 . was converted to آ

م  آم  
 

3. Treatment of ہ 
Word final ہ was converted to ا. Actually in Urdu word final ہ is always pronounced like 

ہ؛ ا :in following words ہ For example see the sound of .ا ö ؛  
 
4. Treatment of ھ 

In Urdu ھ represents the aspiration of the sound preceding it. During normalization, if 

the preceding character is among the ones, which can not be aspirated in Urdu like ا س,  
etc. , ھ is converted to ہ , assuming that actually the sound of ہ was intended, otherwise ھ 

is ignored like vowels.  
 
For example if ھ is preceded by ا in some erroneous word, it is very likely that actual 

intended character was ہ. Consider the common errors of writing ا as ا or 

writing ر ر as ال  were not included among ل Some rarely aspirated characters like  .ال
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aspirated alphabets. Table 6 shows the list of the aspirated characters for which ھ is not 

converted to ہ 

چ ج ٹ ت پ ب
 گ ك 

.Table 6. List of characters for which ھ is not converted to ہ 
 
5. Treatment of ى 

 i.e. occurs in intervocalic) و or/and ا when occurs word initially or is surrounded by ى

position) is converted to ژ. Actually in these positions ى behaves like consonants. 

Consider the examples of ر ں ,  . and ال ,

 
6. Treatment of و 

 it remains as is, otherwise it is ى or ا when occurs word initially or is followed by و

converted to ُ   (pesh) which indicates its vowel behavior during code assignment. 

Consider the difference in sound of و in ا اب ,  and رج . 

 
The last three rules are mutually dependent therefore they were applied in two passes. In 
first pass behavior of ى and ہ was established as vowel or consonant. In the second pass 

the behavior of و was decided on the basis of following character, if the following 

character was vowel i.e. either ا or the vowels identified in the first pass, then it was 

considered consonant otherwise it was considered vowels. Behavior of ی is also reviewed 
in second pass because due to change in status of � some more consonant ی s can be 
identified.  
If this was all done in one pass, then the و in  had been considered consonant and ى in 

 had been considered vowel. 
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After normalization Soundex code is assigned to the normalized string. 
Table 7 shows the Code assignment for Soundex 0-F and Table 8 shows the Code 
assignment for Soundex 0-9 
 

Code Alphabets  Code Alphabets 

 ث س ص ش 0  ث س ص ش 0

ةت ط ٹ  1 ةت ط ٹ  1    

 ز ض ظ ذ 2  ز ض ظ ذ 2

 'ج چ 3  'ج چ 3

 ب پ ف و 4  ہ ح ھ 4

 خ ك ق 5  خ ك ق 5

 د ڈ ر ڑ 6  د ڈ 6

 ن ں م 7  ب پ 7

 گ غ 8  ن ں م 8

 ل 9  گ غ 9

A ر ڑ 
Table 8. Soundex codes 0-9

B ژ ى  

C ا آ ع  

D ف  

E ل  

F و  
                            Table 7. Soundex codes 0-F 

 
Ranking 
 
Soundex algorithm does not provide any mechanism for ranking of suggestions but the 
result set retrieved by Soundex is some time too big to be presented as suggestion list. 
Therefore some of ranking was required so that only top ten results could selected. The 
measure used for ranking is the frequency of the word in the language. This frequency 
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was measured by counting the occurrences of a word in a corpus of 1.7 million words and 
then dividing it with total number of words in the corpus. This type of weight assignment 
is also called language modeling, because the frequency of a word represents the 
probability of its occurrence in any text of the language. 
 
The result set returned by the Soundex algorithm is sorted on frequency and the top ten 
words are added in the suggestions list. 
 
Results 
The four variants of Soundex; Soundex 0-9, Soundex 0-F, Soundex 0-9 with first letter 
encoded and Soundex 0-F with first letter encoded were tested on test set of 280 errors. 
These errors did not included space related errors, since the technique is not designed for 
this type of errors; including them in the test data could only worsen the results. 
 
Table 9� shows a comparison of the results obtained from the four Soundex variations. 
Soundex 0-F with first letter encoded out performs the rest. Though total percentage 
recall of Soundex 0-9 is better than the rest but the result set returned is unreasonably big 
and after frequency ranking, Top-Ten recall rate decreases by 18%, which shows that the 
result set contained too many irrelevant words which made their way to the top due to 
high frequency in the language. 
 
An interesting thing shown by the results is that any of the variations alone (encoding 
first letter or increasing number of codes) perform a little poorer than the original 
Soundex 0-9-L. only the combination of both performs better. This is so because only 
increasing the number of codes make the result set very small and only encoding the first 
letter makes the result set too big, 92 suggestions on average. The combination of both 
gives a reasonable result set with overall better recall. 
 

 
Top One 

%age 
Top Five

%age 
Top Ten 

%age 
Above 

Ten %age
Total Recall 

%age 
avg size of 
result set 

Soundex 0-F 
(with 1st letter encoded) 

26.2 44.4 49.5 5.4 54.8 21 

Soundex 0-9 
(with 1st letter encoded) 

20.1 35.5 43.0 17.9 60.9 92 

Soundex 0-F-L 
(with 1st letter not encoded) 

23.7 36.2 39.1 0.7 39.8 7 

Soundex 0-9-L 
(with 1st letter not encoded) 

22.6 40.9 46.2 3.2 49.5 21 

Table 9 � Performance results of Soundex and its variants. 
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This is clear from the performance results of Soundex and its variants that Soundex 
algorithm alone cannot be used for spell checking, even the best Top Ten recall 
percentage is nearly 50% meaning that 50% of errors can not be corrected using 
Soundex. A small advantage was that Soundex recalled some multiple error corrections 
as well but it was just a small fraction of the total errors. 
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5.2.2 Single Edit Distance 
 
Single Edit Distance technique was used in reverse i.e. single edit operations were 
applied on error and the resulted string was tested for validity. Bigram validity test was 
used for efficiently checking the validity of the string. A bigram binary matrix of size 
52*52 was built. The value at ith row and jth column indicates whether ith character 
followed by jth character forms a valid bigram in Urdu. For all these bigrams the 
frequency of their occurrence in the Lexicon was computed. It was found that 830 out of 
total 2025 bigrams of Urdu were invalid i.e. they never occurred in the dictionary. After 
applying an editing operation on a string, its bigrams were first tested for validity, if the 
bigrams of the string pass the validity test then the string was searched in the dictionary. 
To further speed up the process only those bigrams were tested for validity that are 
affected by the editing operations, in other words all unchanged bigrams are considered 
valid. This is not just an assumption, actually before applying editing operations the 
bigrams of erroneous string are tested for validity and if any invalid bigram is found, 
editing operations are applied only on that bigram.  
 
Single Edit techniques like Soundex does not provide any ranking mechanism so the 
ranking was done as a separate process. 
 
Ranking 
Three factors were exploited for ranking, these are, frequency, sound-similarity and 
shape-similarity. 
Keyboard adjacencies could also be a good parameter for ranking but as already 
mentioned there is no standard keyboard layout for Urdu and an effort was made to avoid 
using environment specific factors so that the solution remain generic. 
 
frequency-based ranking 
Detail of frequency-based ranking is already given in the ranking section of Soundex. 
Same technique was used here. 
 
Sound similarity based ranking (Soundex) 
Soundex code was used to capture sound similarity between the error and the suggested 
corrections. To do this Soundex codes were generated for the error and for all corrections 
and those corrections whose Soundex code matched the Soundex code of error were 
considered more likely for being actual intended word. In the case of substitution-based 
correction the Soundex code of only the substituted character was compared with the 
Soundex code of original character in its place and if the two codes were same the words 
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were considered phonetically similar. The encoding scheme used was Soundex 0-F with 
first letter encoded. 
 
If more than one correction matched with the error, further ranking was done on the base 
frequency. 
 
Shape similarity based ranking (Shapex) 
Shape similarity was used as ranking parameter on the basis of the study of error trends in 
Urdu. During this study it was observed that in 35% of the substitution errors, the shape 
of the original character and the substituted character is similar. To make use of this fact 
codes were assigned to alphabets on the basis of shape similarities. These codes are given 
the name Shapex. Table 10 shows the Shapex codes assigned to the letters of Urdu 
alphabet. Most of codes are assigned on the basis of similarity in word medial shapes of 
characters. 
 

Code Alphabets 

 ا آ ل 0

 ب ہ پ ى ئ 1

 ت ٹ ث ن س ش 2

 ح خ ج چ 3

 د ڈ ذ ر ڑ ز ژ و ؤ 4

 ص ض 5

 ط ظ 6

 ع غ ف ق م 7

 ك گ 8

 ے ے 9
Table 10. Shapex Codes 

 
Shapex based ranking was applied only on substitution errors. Moreover, like Soundex 
based ranking, if more than one corrections matched with the error, further ranking was 
done on the basis of frequency. 
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Combining all three ranking approaches 
A combination of above-mentioned three ranking approaches was also tested. In the 
combined approach three levels of ranks were defined. 
 
Rank 1: Both Shapex and Soundex codes matched 
Rank 2: Either Shapex or Soundex code matched 
Rank 3: Neither Shapex nor Soundex code matched 
 
The corrections in all ranks were independently sorted on frequency. Then top ten 
corrections were selected such that first all correction from Rank 1 were included and if 
they were less then 10 then the corrections from Rank 2 were included and so on until the 
number of correction reached ten of the correction list was exhausted. 
 
Results 
Edit Distance algorithm was tested on a set of 280 errors, which did not include space 
related errors. The algorithm was tested in combination with above-mentioned four 
ranking approaches. The results of all these approaches are given in Table 11. 
 
 Top One

%age 
Top Five
%age 

Top Ten
%age 

Above 
%age 

Total Recall 
%age 

avg size of 
result set 

SE + FR 58.1 90.0 93.5 1.1 94.6 8.5 
SE + SXR + FR 64.2 89.6 93.9 0.7 94.6 8.5 
SE + SPR + FR 64.5 89.6 93.5 1.1 94.6 8.5 
SE + SXR + SPR + FR 71.7 87.1 93.5 1.1 94.6 8.5 

Table 11. Results of Single Edit Techniques with different ranking approaches. 
 
SE: Single Edit 
FR: Frequency based Ranking 
SXR: SoundeX based Ranking 
SPR: ShaPex based Ranking 

 
The results show that a combination of all three ranking approaches gives greater number 
of first place matches compared to any of the ranking techniques alone. Overall Top-Ten 
Recall rate is excellent. This is due to greater percentage of single edit errors in Urdu. 
The results obtained for Soundex only and for Shapex only ranking are almost same. This 
shows that in Urdu typing errors, shape similarity performs as important role as does the 
sound similarity. 
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5.3 Handling of Word Boundary Problem 
In Urdu, 75% of the typing errors cross word boundaries. These include space deletion 
and space insertion errors. This type of errors is handled separately. 
 

5.3.1 Space Deletion Errors 
Space deletion errors form above 90% of the total space related errors. The root cause of 
these errors is the existence of non-joining characters in Urdu alphabets. Actually in 
manual writing Urdu is written with out spaces between words. During typing one has to 
insert space between words to keep the words from joining, but if the last character of a 
word is a non-joining character then space can be omitted since the character won’t join 
anyway. 
 
One way of handling the space deletion problem is to consider space-deletion an editing 
operation like other editing operations and apply single edit error correction algorithm in 
reverse to correct the error. This works well but there is a limitation of this approach. The 
problem is that if more than two such word occur in a sequence that end in a non-joiner 
character then typist may omit space between all of them. In other word there is a good 
chance of multiple space deletion errors. Though the error analysis showed that only 5% 
space deletion errors are multiple errors. But since these errors are actually not errors, just 
an illusion for spell checker, they should be removed with near 100% accuracy so that 
they might be auto corrected if required. So the algorithm was modified to handle 
multiple space deletion errors. The idea was to test all possible partitions of the word for 
validity, but since space deletion errors result in longer words, checking validation of all 
partition for such long words could become very costly. To avoid this, only those 
partitioned were generated and tested for validity that split the word on non-joiner 
characters’ positions. Non joiner characters are listed in Table 12. 
 

ڑ ر ذ ڈ د ا
ے ئ و ژ ز 

 ں ة آ ؤ  ے 
Table 12. Non-joiner characters in Urdu. 

 
A recursive algorithm was developed to check all possible partitions of the word. The 
concept of memoization was used to avoid rechecking the validity of already checked sub 
partitions. Actual algorithm is given in Appendix C. 
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During partitioning of words, some joining characters were converted into non-joiner 
before checking the validity of the partition. These include ن and ى, which were 

converted to ں and ے respectively. This was done so, because there is a common trend 

the word that end in end these characters, are joined with the following word. Consider 
the following examples: 

,آؤ ,آؤ  ,ا   ؤ 
Moreover the character آ was considered as non-joiner on both sides. Though there are 

some exceptions to this rule like باآلخر and مآل, but they are very rare and can be ignored 
to achieve efficiency. 
 
 
Ranking 

There can be more than one valid partitions of a word. For example د ö  can have 

three valid partitions: 
 

د   ö   د ö                 د ö  

 
Therefore ranking is required to select one best partition. Frequency based ranking was 
employed for this purpose. Since the corrections in the case of space deletion errors are 
comprised of more than one word, some mechanism for assigning frequency to this group 
of words using the individual frequencies of words was required. One simple solution 
could be to use the average of the frequencies of all constituent words but in this 
approach some times such partition that contained very rarely used words got their way to 
top ranks due to other very frequent constituent words. For example there are two valid 

partitions of رآ  

 
ر  and  رآ                    آ   

the average frequency of   ر رآ   was greater than average frequency ofآ  this was 

due to greater frequency of  , but the actual correction is   رآ . 
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Another solution, that was actually applied, is to assign the frequency of the least 
frequent word to the whole partition. This solution worked well. In the above example it 

ranked  ر ر at lower rank due to smaller frequency of the word آ  . 

 
Frequency based ranking was coupled with subjective ranking; the parameter used for 
subjection ranking was the number of constituent words in a partition. The greater the 
number of words lesser likely is the partition for being actual indented sequence of 
words. This is actually a common sense phenomenon. If a sequence of word can be 
partitioned in more than one way and our indented sequence is the longer one we will 
sure put spaces to clarify our intension and remove ambiguity. For example  

,    آ    آ 
 
On the top of this another level of ranking was defined; the corrections obtained by 
partitioning the words on non-joiner characters were ranked higher than the ones obtained 
by partitioning on joining characters. 
 
So the overall ranking was as follows: 
 
Rank 1:  Space Deletion on Non Joiner chars  

Rank 1.1: with two parts 
  Rank 1.2: with three parts 
  Rank 1.3:  with four or more parts 
   
Rank 2:  Space Deletion on joining characters 
 
If the frequency of a correction in Rank 1 is less than a certain threshold it is moved to 
Rank 2. 
 
Results 
The space deletion error correction mechanism was tested only on space deletion errors 
because it is a specialized technique and is not designed for other kinds of errors. The test 
set comprised of 443 space deletion errors. Table 12 shows the result of both Single space 
deletion correction and Multiple Space Deletion correction. 
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Multiple space deletion increased the recall rate by 4%. Nearly two percent of the errors 
are not corrected by the technique; all these errors contained other mistakes along with 

the space deletion mistake. For example ر ا ر   
 

 
Top One 

%age 
Top Two 

%age 
Not Found 

%age 
Total Recall 

%age 
avg size of 
result set 

Single Sp. Deletion 92.3 94.2 5.8 94.2 1.5 
Multiple Sp. Deletions 95.7 98.2 1.8 98.2 1.5 

Table 13. Results of Space Deletion errors correction technique. 
 

5.3.2 Other space related Errors 
Space insertion and space transposition errors together make nearly 7% of the total space 
related errors. These errors are not intentional like space deletion errors; they are actual 
mistakes and fall in the category of typographic errors. No instance of space substitution 
was found during the analysis of errors. 
 
Space insertion and space transposition errors were handled the same way as the other 
single edit errors were handled. The process of space insertion or space transposition was 
applied in reverse on the word boundaries and the resulted word was tested for validity. 
This approach corrected nearly 50% of the space insertion and space transposition errors. 
The rest of the errors were multiple space insertions or combination of space insertion 
and space deletion. 
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5.4 Combining the techniques 
 
After testing the effectiveness of individual techniques and optimizing them for Urdu, a 
hybrid algorithm for spelling correction was devised. This algorithm included the best 
versions of the individual techniques. 
 
Inclusion of Space Deletion and Space Insertion Correction algorithms was necessary to 
cater 75% space related errors. For correction of rest of the 25% non-space errors, Single 
Edit Distance technique was used in the main. Soundex 0-F was also included to correct 
multiple edit distance errors that cannot be corrected using Single Edit technique. 
 
Representative from all three techniques were included in the result set of size ten. The 
main issue in this combined approach was how to rank the corrections obtained from 
different techniques, relative to each other. 
 
Ranking 
 
Ranking scheme adopted to specify the relative ranks of corrections received from 
different correction techniques was somewhat similar to the combined ranking approach 
used in single edit distance technique. Five level of ranking were defined: 
 
Rank 1: Corrections from Rank 1 of Space Deletion Corrections. 
Rank 2: Corrections from Rank 1 of Single Edit + Corrections from Rank 2 Space 

Deletions + Space Insertion + Space Transposition 
Rank 3: Corrections from Rank 2 of Single Edit 
Rank 4: Corrections from Rank 3 of Single Edit  
Rank 5: Corrections from Soundex 0-F 
 
The corrections within each rank were sorted on frequency then from each rank its quota 
of corrections was put in the suggestions list. Rank 1 and Rank 5 could each contribute at 
most 2 corrections, rest of the corrections were taken from Single Edit corrections to 
make a total of 10 suggestions.  
 
Results 
 
The hybrid technique was tested on a test set of 724 errors, which included 444 space 
related errors and 280 non-space errors. The technique was tested with and without 
inclusion of Soundex 0-F algorithm. The results are presented in Table 13. 
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Top One 

%age 
Top Two 

%age 
Top Five 

%age 
Not Found 

%age 
Total Recall 

%age 
avg size of 
result set 

SE+SPD+SX 82.57 93.91 96.27 3.32 96.68 6 
SE+SPD 82.43 93.08 96.13 3.46 96.54 6 

Table 13 Results of Hybrid Approach. SE=Single Edit SPD=Space Deletion SX=Soundex 0-F 
 

The results show that the contribution of Soundex 0-F in overall recall rate is negligible, 
which reinforces our previous observation that Soundex is not a suitable technique for 
corrections retrieval, though it plays important role in ranking. Over all recall rate is 
above 96% which is very good and is comparable even with probabilistic correction 
models of English which reach an overall recall rate of 98% [Toutanova et. al. 2002]. Top 
one recall percentage is also satisfactory and is better than the top one recall percentage 
of deterministic spell checking techniques applied on English, though the probabilistic 
techniques give much better top one recall reaching nearly 95% [Toutanova et. al. 2002]. 
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6 Conclusion 
 
On the basis of the research presented in this document certain facts regarding Urdu spell 
checking are established. The most important among them is the fact that a spell checking 
technique for Urdu can be acceptable only if it provides a satisfactory solution for space 
deletion errors. From satisfactory we mean that the solution should be able to correct 
these errors with ideally 100% accuracy and should also be confident enough to 
automatically replace them or alternatively should not flag them as errors. The algorithm 
presented in this document for space deletion error correction successfully achieve the 
first goal i.e. it successfully corrects all space deletion errors but the second goal is not 
fully achieved; the technique some times (2-3 % of the times) suggests a space deletion 
correction as best match for errors which are actually not space deletion errors. This was 
mainly because the corpus used for frequency ranking was not well balanced; it contained 
pretty frequent occurrences of some seldom used Urdu words. For example the number of 
occurrences of word ت  in the corpus were more than the number of occurrences of د

word ں . If a more balanced corpus is used for frequency analysis, the level of 

confidence in identification of space deletion errors can increase. 
 
Another important observation is that in Urdu due to smaller word lengths, 5 to 6 
characters on average, single errors are more common compared to English. Therefore a 
technique which addresses only single errors can show reasonably good performance as 
is clear from the results of the hybrid approach, moreover the errors that are not corrected 
through single edit technique can also not be corrected though phonetic based techniques 
in other words multiple errors are not phonetics based. The 4% errors that could not be 
corrected through the technique suggested in this document are mostly at an edit distance 
of 2 from correct word. A good thing about these errors is that they do not have many 
valid words on a distance of one (generally less than 5). This characteristic of multiple 
errors can be used to further improve the correction mechanism. To increase recall, 
multiple edit distance technique can be used in combination with single edit techniques 
but to retain the efficiency of single edit distance techniques the multiple edit distance 
technique be invoked only when the number of correction obtained from single edit 
techniques is very small 
 
Another interesting finding is the role of shape similarity in spelling mistakes. During the 
testing of techniques Shapex was used only for ranking, one can try the use of Shapex for 
corrections retrieval. Interestingly some of the multiple errors that could not be corrected 
through Soundex were actually shape based, for example: 
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ں ں   د    د  آ ول آ ول    
 
Some serious issues regarding lexicon were also encountered. Most compound words 
were not present in the lexicon. The solution adopted for this problem was that the 
compound words like space deletion errors were broken into constituent words and then 
these constituents were tested for validity.  But here another problem rose; the constituent 
words change their form in compounds, and these changed forms were not there in the 
lexicon. For example consider the following compounds 

اے  ò ا
ل    ا

  اردوے 
ط   ðازروےا

A better solution could be to do morphological analysis, which is out of the scope of this 
work and can be done as a future enhancement. 
 
One final observation that needs attention is the ratio of real word errors. 25% of the 
typing errors in Urdu are real word errors. This emphasizes the need of some 
sophisticated real word error detection and correction mechanism. Incorporating the real 
word error correction can be another possible enhancement. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A. Levenshtien Edit Distance Algorithm 
 
Step Description 
1 Set n to be the length of s. 

Set m to be the length of t. 
If n = 0, return m and exit. 
If m = 0, return n and exit. 
Construct a matrix containing 0..m rows and 0..n columns.  

2 Initialize the first row to 0..n. 
Initialize the first column to 0..m. 

3 Examine each character of s (i from 1 to n). 
4 Examine each character of t (j from 1 to m). 
5 If s[i] equals t[j], the cost is 0. 

If s[i] doesn't equal t[j], the cost is 1. 
6 Set cell d[i,j] of the matrix equal to the minimum of: 

a. The cell immediately above plus 1: d[i-1,j] + 1. 
b. The cell immediately to the left plus 1: d[i,j-1] + 1. 
c. The cell diagonally above and to the left plus the cost: d[i-1,j-1] + cost. 

7 After the iteration steps (3, 4, 5, 6) are complete, the distance is found in cell 
d[n,m].  
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Appendix B. Keyboard Layouts 
 
Microsoft Keyboard Layout 
 
Normal: 
 

 
 
With shift key pressed: 
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Inpage Keyboard Layouts 
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Appendix C. Space Deletion Errors Correction Algorithm 
 
NJposesList : list of non joiner characters positions in the Error. 
Error : String 
 
start:=0, end:=Error.length-1, startindex := 0 , endindex := size of NJposesList 
 
Function GetParts (start, end, startindex, endindex) 
 
BigCorList : List of partitions of a word 
CorPartList : List of parts of a partition 
subword : String 
 
for index:= startindex to endindex 
 subword := Error.Substring(start,NJposes[index] - start+ 1) 
 frequency := isValidWord(subword) 
 If frequency != -1 Then 
  cor = New correction() 
  cor.word = subword 
  cor.Frequency = frequency 
                            CorPartList := GetParts(NJposes[index] + 1, Error.Length - 1, index + 
1, endindex) 
                            If CorPartList.Size>0 Then 
                                CorPartList = Merge(cor, CorPartList) 
                                BigCorList = AppendList(BigCorList, CorList) 
  End If 
 End If 
End for 
 
return BigCorList 
 
End Function 
 
Function Merge(Cor, CorPartList) 
 
 For index = 1 To CorPartList.size 
  CorPartList[i].word = Cor.word + " " + CorPartList[i].word 
  
  If Cor.Frequency < CorPartList[i].Frequency1 Then 
   CorPartList[i].Frequency = Cor.Frequency 
   //the least frequent part tells the frequency of 
whole partition 
             
  End If 
 End For 
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 return CorPartList 
 
End Function 
 
Function AppendList(list1, list2) 
 
 For index := 1 To list2.size 
  list1.Add(list2[i]) 
 End For 
 
 return list1 
 
End Function 
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Appendix D. List of Errors 
 

Errorsa aCorrectsa

aا aاa

aآروز aآرزوa

ر aا aر aا

aادراہ aادارہa

aادورا aادوارa

aا aاa

aا aاa

aا aاa

aآرزدہ aآزردہa

aآ aآa

aا aاa

a aa

aاد aداa

a aa

a aa

aا aاa

a aa

aذ aذa

aدواں aوداںa

aر aرa

aالت aتa

aل aa

a aa

aں aa

ں aا aں aا

aئ aa

a aa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aآز aآزa

د aا aد aآ

aا aاa

aا aاa

aزووں aزوؤںa

aآذاد aآزادa

aآذادی aآزادیa

aآذان aاذانa

aآرذو aآرزوa

aا aa

aاد aادa

ہ aا aہ aا

ال aا aل aا

ب aا aب aا

ں aا aں aآ

ی aا aی aا

aا aاa

اف aا aاف aا

ر aا aر aا

م aاژد aم aاژد

م aاژو aم aاژد

ۓ aا aے aا

aا aآa

aا aاa

ں aد aن aد
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aر aرa

aں aںa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aذ aزa

a aa

aا aاa

از aا aاض aا

ن aا aناa

aارارہ aارادہa

aار aادa

aآدا aاداa

ف aا aف aا

a aa

aا aاa

a aa

aداں aداںa

a aa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aءزہ aہa

aآ aآa

a aa

aزا aزاa

aپ aپa

دت aا aرت aا

a aa

a aa

a aa

aذرج aدرجa

a aa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aز aزa

a aa

a aa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aذا aذاa

a aa

a aa

aال aآa

aس aتa

a aa

aززاق aرزاقa

aط aظa

a aa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aخ aحa

a aa

aوری aیدرa

a aa

aد aںa

a aa
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aذرد aزردa

aذ aزa

aذ aزa

a aa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

و aال aا aال

aدل aدسa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aزروری aوریa

a aa

aرزک aرa

د aز aد aز

aدا aواa

aظ aذa

aوع aوغa

aی aیa

aآرا aآراa

aارث aادثa

aا aاa

ر aا aر aا

aد aڈa

aاز aازa

a aa

aی aیa

aر aرa

aزر aذرa

aض aظa

ر aو aد aو

aرورا aدوراa

ن aذ aن aز

د aو aد aو

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aف aفa

a aa

aاودو aاردوa

aز aذa

a aa

aا aاa

aن aنa

aدوں aںدوa

a aa

a aa

aں aںa

ں aا aں aا

a aa

aا aاa

aش aشa

رہ aرو aرہ aدو

a aa

aرر aدرa

aا aa

aی aرa

a aa

a aa
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aں aںa

aد aد aا

a aa

aرص aراضa

د aد aس aد

روں aا aر aا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aآزارد aآزردa

aاداراک aادراکa

ع aار aارa

aا aاa

اواروں aا aواروں aا

اواری aا aواری aا

aا aاa

ر aا aر aا

ازاہ aا aازہ aا

د aآ aد aآ

ں aا aں aا

aا aاa

ء aا aاa

ء aا aاa

aا aاa

aا aاa

اری aا aری aا

aت aتa

ت aؤ aتa

aاار aارa

aال aالa

aء aa

aؤ aa

aں aںa

ا aا aاa

aآڑ aآڑےa

رات aا aر aا

aا aاa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

a aیa

aر aرa

a aمa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aں aa

aاآ aآa

a aa

a aa

a aa

a aa

aرا aراa

aں aںa

ش aد aشa

aد aa

aد aدa

aا aa

a aa

ۓ aد aۓ aد
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a aa

a aa

aا aa

aں aںa

a aa

a aمa

a aںa

a aa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aروں aروںa

aم aم aا

aآرزؤں aآرزوؤںa

aآزاد aآزاداa

aآزدا aآزاداa

aاردہ aارادہa

ض aا aاض aا

ت aا aت ا aا

ر aا aار aا

ت aا aت aا

اج aا aراج aا

دی aا aادی aا

aا aاa

aا aاa

aو aد aو

a aرa

aر aرa

aاو aا aاو

aا aاa

aآدات aداتa

aت aتa

ٔa aآaٔ

ہ aا aہ aوا

aت aتa

aد aدa

aآ aآa

ائ aا aا aا

aرو aروa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

a aa

aول aولa

a aa

aا aاa

aت aتa

aل aلa

a aاa

aا aاa

aا aاa

aا aاa

a aرa

aی aیa

ار aد aار aدو

aں aںa

aور aاورa

aازں aازاںa

a aa

aزول aزوالa
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aۓ aۓa

a aa

aک aa

a aa

aاد aاد aا

aر aرa

a aa

aق aa

a aa

a aa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aت aa

a aa

ت aا aات aا

a aa

aہ aاہa

aآزدی aآزادیa

aدر aر aدر

a aa

a aa

a aa

aاج aاج aا

ں aوا aں aا

ں aآ aں aآ

aرا aرa

aں aںa

aوق aوa

aآ aآa

aہ aa

aت aتa

aآا aآa

aاالظ aظ aا

aادرا aرا aا

a aa

a aa

a aفa

aذ aزa

ید aآو aی aدالو

aآ aaآa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

ر aآ aرa aآa

aآد aدaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

ی aآ aی aآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa
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aو aaوa

aو aaوa

aآر aa aآaر

aو aaوa

aآ aaآa

aآر aرaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

ق aو aق aوa

م aو aم aوa

aآ aaآa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aآ aaآa

aآر aرaآa

aآر aرaآa

اب aو aاب aوa

د aآ aد aآa

ر aو aر aوa

aو aaوa

aو aaوa

ت aوا aت aوaا

aآ aaآa

الت aو aالت aوa

م aو aم aوa

ل aو aل aوa

ت aووا aت aوaوا

aو aaوa

ت aو aت aوa

aآ aaآa

aآ aaآa

ت aو aت aوa

aو aaوa

زک aو aزک aوa

aوا aاaوa

وف aو aوف aوa

ار aو aار aوa

aراوا aرا aوaا

اح aو aاح aوa

ن aو aن aوa

aو aaوa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ار aو aار aوa

د aو aد aوa

رت aو aرت aوa

aا aaاسa

aآ aآaa

aآ aآaa

aآؤ aaآؤa

رو aاز aروa a aازa

aا aaاسa

ں aا aں aانa

aوات aوات aa

aا aاaa

a aaa

a aaa
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aا aاaa

aد aد aa

a aaa

م aا aم aaا

a aدaa

aآردار aدارaآرa

aدر aaدرa

aا aا aa

a aaa

a aaa

aدار aدار aa

aد aaدےa

a aaa

aا aاaa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aا aا aa

aن aن aa

a aaa

aر aرaa

aش aش aa

a aaa

aھ aھ aa

ر aو aر aوaa

a aaa

aد aaدلa

a aaa

aدہ aزدہaa

a aaa

دہ aدر aدہ aدرa

a aaa

aال aaالa

a aaa

a aaa

aاور aاورaa

aڑ aڑ aa

a aaa

a aaa

aوہ aوہaa

a aaa

aا aاaa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aف aف aa

aاز aaازa

a aaa

ار aا aار aا aa

aو aوaa

ب aآ aب aaآ

aرے aرے aa
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aں aں aa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

ت aدو aت aدوa

aرد aaردa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

ن aآ aآaنa

a aaa

a aaa

aاب aاب aa

a aaa

aدو aدوaa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aدوں aدوںaa

aد aدaa

aد aدaa

aد aدaa

aدے aدےaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aو aوaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aف aف aa

a aaa

aر aرaa

a aaa

ر aا aر aaا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

a aaa

aدی aدیaa

aر aرaa

aر aرaa

a aaa

aا aاaa

aوں aوں aa

a aaa

a aaa

aر aرaa
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aر aرaa

a aaa

aد aدaa

a aaa

a aaa

وارادے aا aارادےaوa aا

دی و aا aدی aو aا

aاورارادے aارادےaاورa

اد وا aا aادا aaوaا

ری aں aری aa

aاوراد aادaاورa

aآؤ aaآؤںa

aآؤ aaآؤںa

aآ aa aآ

aآ aa aآ

وہ aآ aوہa aآ

ر aا aرa aا

aا aa aا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ل ا aا aل aا aا

aا aa aا

aا aa aا

aادادل aدلaاداa

aادا aaاداa

د aارد aaد aاردa

aا aa aا

ال aا aaالa aا

aا aa aا

aد aدaa

aدے aدےaa

a aaa

a aaa

aو aروaیa

a aaa

aرد aدaرa

aاور aaاورa

aر aر aنa

aاور aaاورa

aذرا aaذراa

aاورر aرaاورa

aل aدلaa

a aaa

aان aانaa

aا aa aا

a aaa

aد aaدa

aاوراس aاسaاورa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

aددار aدارaدa

aری aری aفa

aاور aaاورa

aاور aaاورa

aد aدaa

aا aaاa

ں aد aں aaد

aاورراوی aراویaاورa
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aر aر aa

a aaa

aاور aaاورa

را aاور aرا aاورa

aد aدaa

a aaa

aا aaاa

aر aر aa

aر aaرa

aاور aاورaa

a aaa

aری aری aa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aس aس aa

a aaa

aاب aابaa

a aaa

aا aaاa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ر aاور aر aاورa

a aaa

ر aا aر aاa

a aaa

a aaa

aزورد aدaزورa

aوا aواaa

a aaےa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaںa

aاورآ aآaاورa

a aaa

aا aa aا

ں ا aا aں aا aا

aن aن aa

ں aآ aa aآ

ا aآزاد aا aآزادa

aآزاد aaآزادa

ر aا aaر aا

aا aa aا

ا aا aaا aا

aا aa aا

aا aa aا

ت aا aت a aا

aاردو aaاردوa

aدوار aaاردوa

aاردو aaاردوa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

س aازاں aاسaازاںa

aاز aa aاز

ر ں aاز aر a aاز

aا aa aا

aا aa aا

رے ر aا aرے aر aا
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aا aa aا

ات ر aا aات aر aا

ر aا aaر aا

ر aا aaر aا

ر ر aا aر aر aا

ر aا aaر aا

aال aaالa

aال aaالa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aد aدa aa

a aaa

ا aوز aاa aوز

ا ا aا aا aا aا

aو aaوںa

aر aaرa

a aaa

a aaa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ں aر aں aرa

aںآ aآaa

a aaa

aد aa aد

ر aا aaر aا

a aaa

a aaa

a aaa

aوہ aوہaa

aد aدaa

aا aa aا

aازآو aaآوازa

aا aواaa

a aaa

aہ aہ aںaد

aر aرaاa

a aaa

aا aaاa

ا aا aaا aاa

aا aواaa

a aaa

aارڈا aڈاaارa

از aا aaاز aا

ااب aا aابaا aا

ا aا aaا aا

aراورا aاورaر aا

وا aا aaوا aا

ڑا aا aaڑا aا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ر aا aر نaال aا

رو aا aوaر aا

ر aا aaر aا

aار aa aار
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aار aa aار

aار aa aار

اراب aا aابaار aا

ار aا aaار aا

ار aا aaار aا

ار aا aaار aا

ار aا aaار aا

رذا aا aذاaر aا

ر aا aaر aا

ی زد aا aی زaد aا

اد aا aaاد aا

اد aا aaاد aا

ر aا aaر aا

ر aا aaر aا

ال aا aاaل aا

اراور aا aاورaار aا

اد aا aaاد aا

از aا aaاز aا

از aا aaاز aا

از aا aاaازa

از aا aaاز aا

ں از aا aں aاز aا

ی ںآ aا aی ںaآ aا

ں aا aاaں aا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ل ارا aا aل ارaا aا

ر aا aaر aا

ں aا aa aا

ص ں aا aص a aا

ں aا aa aا

aں aaںa

a aaa

aں aںaa

aڈ aaن aڈ

aا aaاa

a aaa

a aaa

aدار aaدارa

a aaa

a aaa

ل ر aا aل aر aا

ار aد aار aدa

ار aد aدارa aد

aان aانaa

a aaa

aا aaاa

اقا aروا aاق رaوaا aا

a aaa

ں aآد aaں aآد

ا اں aآو aا aاں aآو

د aا aaد aا

از aا aaاز aا

ر aا aaر aا

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

ر aا aaر aا

ر aا aa aر aا
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ر aا aaر aا

ر aا aaر aا

aاداروں aaاداروںa

aار aaن aار

ار aا aaار aا

د aا aaد aا

ور وں aا aاورaوں aا

اراور aا aاورaار aا

ز aا aaز aا

وا aا aواa aا

ں aا aaں aا

ر aا aaر aا

ر aا aaری aا

د aو aaد aو

aں aaa

a aaa

aار aaارa

aارر aa aارaر

aارر aرaارa

aو aa aو

ر aا aaر aا

اد aا aaاد aا

اد aا aaاد aا

اد aا aaاد aا

ں aا aaں aا

ں aا aاaںa

Errorsa aCorrectionsa

و aا aa و aا

aا aa aا

ی ں aا aی a aا

ا aا aa aا aا

ں aا aaں aا

aں aaںa

aؤ aaؤںa

aاوراردو aاردوaاورa

a aaa

aآپ aآپa aa

a aaa

a aaa

a aaجa

aر aa aر

aرو aa aر

aور aاورaa

aا aa aا

a aaa

رے aادار aرے aادارہa

a aaa

aد aa aد

a aaa

a

a

a
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